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'Coordinated Effort' Yields 
Sterling BMC Safety Report 
But at least one student doubts validity 

BY LISA SUFRIN 

While Haverford' scampus was 
being ravaged by thefts over winter 
break, such criminal activity at 
Bryn Mawr was non-existent. 
According to Steven Heath, 
Director of Public Safety, "For the 
first time in at least nineteen years, 
there were no reported thefts or 
burglaries during the Thanksgiving 
or winter breaks. This 
accomplishment was not due to 
lucky happenstance but rather a 
coordinated effort on the part of 
various departments on campus and 
the student community." 

Heath credits this achievement 
not only to the efforts of the Public 
Safety patrol staff, but also to 
Physical Plant, Housekeeping, the 
Administration and students as 
well. Heath thanked Physical Plant 
for installing electronic monitoring 
devices and Housekeeping for 
alerting Public Safety to suspicious 
circumstances in buildings. 

The support of the 
Administration has also been key 
to this drop in thefts, Heath said. 
The Administration has made a 
commitment to Public Safety, 
"providing the resources needed to 
recruit, train and staff Public Safety 
with quality patrol personnel," 
according to Heath. Student 

HEADLINES 
"all the news we got" 

White House Watch. 
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Recession's effect on 
the colleges. 
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cooperation, Heath said, is also an 
important element in the success 
of Public Safety. Heath 
acknowledged that students are 
"doing a much better job of 
removing or safegaurding valuable 
property." 

The fact that there were no 
reported thefts or robberies over 
the two vacations is reflected in the 
campus crime statistics which 
Public Safety released for the 
calendar year 1989-90. Burglary, 
which Heath defines as a "crime 
against property" when someone 
enters a building with the intention 
to commit a crime, declined from 
seven reported incidents in 1989 to 
zero in 1990. Thefts, which occur 
when someone "with the license to 
be in a building" steals something, 
fell from 45 to 30 incidents. 

Thesestatisticsareamongthose 
included in a report of crimes on 
campus, currently being distributed 
to members of the Bryn Mawr 
community. Pennsylvania law 
requires that students receive this 
report, a table listing various types 
of crimes and the number of 
incidents reported on campus. The 
Commonwealth dictates that all 
institutes of higher learning issue 
an annual report of the number of 
criminal incidents on its campus. 
According to Public Safety, this is 

the first time that comparison 
statistics have been provided to 
"assist [people) in evaluating crime 
on campus." 

Heath said that the first wave 
of the crime reports were sent out 
on February 1, copies of which 
students received in their 
mailboxes. By Monday a copy of 
the report had been returned to the 
office of Public Safety with the 
"Forcible Rape" section circled and 
a brief note scrawled beside it. For 
both 1989 and 1990, the numberof 
incidents of forcible rape reported 
was zero, but the author of the note 
objected, indicating that this 
number does not accurately reflect 
the actual number of rapes on 
campus. The note reads, "Don't 
kid yourself. Can you say 
[Haverford male student name]? 
Can you say [Haverford male 
studentname]? Ican't. l'dbesued 
for slander (which it is not). I 
would not and did not and do not 
necessarily advise students to go 
to the Dean or Public Safety. 
Frustratedly yours, •Athena' " 

Heath indicated that he "would 
be remiss if [he) pretended that no 
acquaintance/date rapes have 
occurred, but [Public Safety} can 
only investigate what has been 
reported." But this note is 
(continued on page 6) 

Panel Discusses Media's 
Treatment of Minorities 

BY AMY FORSTER involved,"were founded each in 
their own ways to redress various 
kinds of discrimination," and that 
"the commitment to diversity is 
not limited to the admissions 
process,"butisanongoingprocess 
of fostering discussions. 

Following an introduction of 
the journalists, McPherson turned 
the program over to the panel's 
moderator, Linda Wright Moore. 
Moore, a journalist with the 
Philadelohia Daily News, as well 
as a free-lance writer and 

HC PLENARY THIS SUNDAY 

Six resolutions, as well as the annual ratification of the 
Honor Code, are the attractions at Haverford's Plenary, slated for 
1:30 Sunday in Marshall Auditorium. 

The resolutions are as follows: 
•Calls for Honor Council Chairperson to no longer also carry 

the title of Students Council first vice president, though remaining 
a member of Executive Council. 

•Would amend the Honor Code's procedure for alternative 
trial resolutions presented by the Dean or President of the 
College. 

•Seeks change in policy for removal from Students Council 
of dorm representatives. 

•Would permit designation of a support person by confronting 
party in Honor Council trial. 

•Offers amendments to Alcohol Policy, including an appeal 
process. 

• •Calls for insertion of "respectful discourse" statement in 
Honor Code, in the spirit of the "-isms clause" of yesteryear. 

. 

Schainker Narrowly 
Gains SC Presidency 

BY HOWIE FENDRICH 

Junior Elisabeth Schainker is 
the new President of Haverford's 
Students Council, winning last 
week's Executive Council election 
by the narrowest of margins. 
Joining Schainkeron the new board 
will be juniors Nancy Kaufmann 
and Matt Leighninger as 2nd vice 
presidents, juniors Brad Meyer and 
Jeffrey Meyerhardt as treasurers, 
imd junior Ramien Pierre and 
sophomore Brian Poon as 
secretaries. 

No one entered the race for 
Honor Council chairperson (who 
doubles as SC 1st vice president) 
intimeforthevoting,andnowrite
in candidate 
garnered the 
necessary 
minimum of 
support, 
resulting in 
the re
balloting for 
the position 
that concludes 
today. 

Outgoing 
SC President 

were one-<:andidate affairs. 
Students Council is nothing 

new to Schainker, who is wrapping 
up her term as 2nd vice president 
{along with senior Sarah Bing), 
and has previously served as a dorm 
representative for two semesters. 

"I have really liked being on 
Students Council," Schainker 
confided. "I really like the 
influence students have here .... 
We really do have a real voice in 
the community." 

She said that she became 
involved in the student 
governmental body because "I like 
being in on what's going on. Ilike 
getting concrete things done." 

An important foundational 
change which 

Books 'n' books 'n' 
books! 

A symposium addressing the 
media's coverage of diversity 
issues brought together five 
journalists from national press 
organizations Tuesday. Titled 
"Minority Coverage in the 
Mainstream Media: Can the Press 
Get it Right?" the program was 
made possible by the cooperative 
efforts of the presidents of Bryn 
Mawr, Haverford, and Swarthmore 
Colleges. Members of the audience 
were given opportunities to 

Eric Becker, a 
communications consultant, Haverford 

Schainker 
believes must 
take place is an 
improvement in 
SC visibility and 
communication 
between the 
Council and the 
student body. 
"In a lot of ways, 
Students 
Council is 
isolated from the 
community . . . . 
A lot of people 
just don't hear 
about things," 
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Fencers undefeated 
in MAC. 
Page 21 

As much as we want to look at journalism as a 
lofty practice, it is still, under it all, a business 

contribute their ideas, opinions, and 
questions, and a reception followed 
the formal program as a forum to 
continue the discussion. 

The symposium began with an 
introduction by Bryn Mawr 
President Mary Patterson 
McPherson, who pointed out that 
the three institutions 

presented some of the topics that 
the five guests would discuss. 

Along with Moore, the panel 
consisted of Michel Marriott, who 
reports on education issues for the 
New York Times; Kim Mills, an 
Associated Press reporter for the 
New York region; Claudio 
(continued on page 6) 

senior, will New SC President Elisabeth 
preside over Schainker. Photo by Dan Marks . 

Sunday's 
Plenary, his 
final official duty, before turning 
the reigns over to Schainker and 
her fellow victors. Junior Mary 
Murray, Becker's co-president, is 
studying abroad this semester. 

Schainker captured 291 votes 
- just six more than runners-up 
Gustavo Arrizabalaga and August 
Pelton - in the tightest of the 
Executive Council races. 
Meanwhile, only Kaufmann and 
Leighninger were challenged, as 
the treasurer and secretary elections 

she noted. 
"Either they're not interested, or 
they just don' t hear about things." 

To counter this perceived 
failing, Schainker believes students 
should be exposed to SC early. 
"We need higher visibility for 
Students Council during Customs 
Week," she said. First-year 
students need to learn "why 
Students Council is so great, so 
they will get involved." 

Another way that interaction 
(continued on page 2) 
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Bryn Mawr Announces 
Commencement Speaker 
It was finally announced that this year's 
Commencement speaker will be Barbara Ehrenreich. 
an acclaimed author and essayist of note. She has 
published eight books. most recently The Worst Years 
of Our Lives: l"everent Notes from a Decade of 
Greed. She will speak at Saturday's Convocation 
ceremony. Known as an ·eloquent. funny. and 
sharp· writer.studentsshould look forward to an equally 
dynamic address. Mary Pat predicts that ·it she 
speaks like she writes. she' ll give a barn-burning talk.· 
Bring your matches. 

HC Elec;ts. .. New 
Exe~:utilte, Council 
( contoinued from page 1) 
with the Council might be 
irnptovedaccotding to Schainker 
is through "some kind ofsurvey 
which would help us know how 
people felt about what Students 
Council is doing, and what 
[students are] thinking about." 
She expressed concern "that 
people don' t know what the 
[various SC] branches do. We 
want to find out what people 
know, and what concerns people 
have." 

Asked to offer specific 
changes in policy or new 
programs, Schainker again 
emphasized the importance of 
cornmunication and student input 
"So much of what I do is from the 
ideas of other people. I'm really 
hopeful that enthusiastic and 
dedicated people are dorm 

c..q,~tatives}; ~use ihat'it 
inake all . the difference in the 
world," $he saiq. . : 

As much as Schainker looks: 
foi:ward tohetyear as SC president, 
riot allis rosy. "Students Council is 
broke- that's my big concern," 
she cautioned. ''Every time I tum 
around there is someone telling me 
about another bill." 

Despite this aM otherpotential 
stumbling ·blocks - poor 
attendance ofdorm representatives 
at; weekly meetings is one such 
concern, one that Schainker hopes 
to mitigate with the passage of a 
Plenary resolution she co
sponsored - the newpresident is 
prepared for what lies ahead. 

'Tm psyched for the 
challenge," she vowed. "There is 
a lot to take care of, and do, and do 
well." 

Be 
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Students Form Coalition for Peace 

BY SABRINA PASZTOR 

The recently-formed Bryn 
Mawr Coalition for Peace was 
introduced by sophomore Liz 
Talley and first-year student Susan 
Bush at the January 27 Student 
Government Association meeting. 
Bush read the following statement 
to highlight the purposes of the 
new group: 

"The Bryn Mawr Coalition for 
Peace is a new organization in our 
community whose membership 
hopes both to strive towards the 
end of the Gulf War and work 
towards peaceful conflict 
resolution in the Middle East and 
around the globe. 

of the Bryn Mawr College 
community about the current 
military action, as well as current 
peace initiatives and not dividing 
it 

"Therefore, the Bryn Mawr 
Coalition for Peace encourages all 
members of the Bryn MawrCollege 
community with questions, 
concerns, advice , or interest in or 
about the Coalition to stop and 
speak to any member of the 
Coalition at any time." 

Founded by a core group of 
five Bryn Mawr students who met 
before classes began this semester, 
attendance at the first Coalition for 
Peace meeting January 20 
numbered close to 70, according to 

. . it's entirely voluntary 
participation, geared towards an 
individual's interest," Bush said. 
Approximately 85-90 people are 
currently on the mailing list. 

"This is an ongoing process .. 
. budgeting isn't completely done 
yet, so we're in the process of 
solidifying . ... We' re hoping to oo 
weekly activities, and are thinking 
of doing a speak-out at some point 
with students who support forces 
in the Middle East . . . . Also, we 
should have an information board 
and calendar about events going 
on at Bryn Mawr, Haverford, and 
in the Philadelphia area," 
sophomore Charlotte Hand-Green 
said. 

"The Bryn Mawr 
Coalition for Peace is a 
group of students who have 
varied opinions and 
different reasons for 
opposing theGulfWar, but 
are united in our desire for 
a quick and peaceful 
solution to the crisis. 

l~E f3nyN .. MAWR C<>J\lirioN fc>R P[A~E is A GROup of 
srudENTSWJtO ~AVE VAR.iEd opiNiONSANd diffERENT REASONS 

foR OpJ><:>SiNG rkEGulf WAR, bl.iTARE UNiTEd iN OUR dESiRE 

foR A ouick ANd pEAcdul solulioN ro T~E cRisis 
"The Bryn Mawr 

Coalition for Peace holds 
United States officials 
responsible for the outcome of 
current military action, bJt not the 
individual servicewomen and men 
involved. 

"At all times, opinions 
expressed by individual members 
of the Coalition shall be understood 
to represent those individual 
members, and neither other 
members of the Coalition nor the 
Coalition as a whole. 

"Because of the wide range of 
opinions and reasons for supporting 
peace in the Middle East present 
within the membership of the Bryn 
Mawr Coalition for Peace, 
members of the Coalition reserve 
the right at all times to choose to 
participate or not to participate in 
the many varied activities 
sponsored by the group. 

"The Bryn Mawr Coalition for 
Peace is committed to informing 
its membership and other members 

junior Susan Morrow, one of the 
core coordinating committee 
members. 

All of the events for that first 
week, including the teach-in 
scheduled for January 21, the 
display table of information erected 
in the Campus Center distributing 
pamphlets and pertinent updates 
on the crisis, and the first open
campus organizational meeting 
held on the Thursday of that week 
were organized by the Coalition. 

The coordinating committee 
also planned the subsequent march 
through Bryn Mawr and the bus 
trip to Washington, D.C. to attend 
the rally promoting U.S. 
withdrawal of troops from the Gulf. 

"There is a coordinating
standing committee that planned 
events the first week; everything 
else is run by ad hoc committees . 

"At each meeting, we will plan 
what's happening next week," 
Bush said. 

Despite the varying reasons for 
forming and participating in the 
Coalition, the main thrust of the 
organization is to "get the troops 
homealiveandassoonaspossible," 
according to Hand-Green. 

"My particular reason for 
joining was to not forget that [the 
war] is going on, that 1 do have a 
part in it; I personally don't think 
we can or I alone can stop the war, 
but I would like to realize our 
responsibility in it," Bush 
concluded . 

Meetings presently are slate.d 
for every second Tuesday at 9:30 
p.m. in the Campus Center. If 
interested, please contact the 
Coalition members for further 
information. 
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BY ALISON WATKINS 

The first of a series of informal 
weekly meetings organized by the 
Ad Hoc Faculty Committee to 
discuss the issues arising from the 
war in the Persian Gulf was held 
Friday in the Bryn Mawr Campus 
Center. · 

The discussion was: titled 
Military Technology: Scientific, 
Political, and Moral Aspeets. The 
panelists were Neil Atiraham, 
Professor of Physics, Rici< Davis, 
Professor of Anthropology, Robert 
Dostal, Professor of Philosophy, 
and Thomas Warger from the 
Academic Computing Office. 

Dostal spoke of the long 
philosophical tradition oflanguage 
of a "just war." He said that "the 
media is being used to give us 
conlidenceinourtechnology." The 
pictures of precision bombings, 
interviews with pilots are 
transmitting images saying that the 
war might occur without anyohe 
getting hurt. 

Davis raised questions about 
our technological superiority in 
warfare.Were we fooling ourselves 
about our effective our technology 
is? Davis felt that U.S. technology 
is not clearly superior and the 
United States would get involved 
in a protracted war. He commented 
on the unprecedented use of 
computers and the availability of 
increased night vision. He spoke 
of the push to prove that technology 
worked in battle and thereby 
proving that the money spent was 
worthwhile. 

Dostal spoke of the technology 
imperative - "if you have 
something you must use it," he 
said. W arger brought up questions 
of "what are the effects of the 
technological means by the the 
news of the war has reached us? 
What kind of army uses these 
weapons? How different is this 
from Vietnam? How much will it 
cost, monetarily and ecologically?" 

Abraham W«I>• strwk'.b.y. the
refusal of the government to be 

quantitive in mentioning body 
counts, unlike previous wa.-s, bu~ 
he said, we hear of numbers of 
POWS and sorties. "We do not 
know how many Patriot missiles 
there are but we do know about the 
number of Scuds." 

Political Science Professor 
Marc Ross remarked on how high 
technological warfare does not let 
parties signal, drawing on natural 
inhibitions that allow people to 
withdraw from conflict. '· 

History Professor Jane Caplan 
commented on the infonnation that 
was being produced for the military 
at a rapid rate and wondered if it 
produces more than it can process. 
Warger said that those levels of 
infonnation were produced at many 
universities and companies. He 
said that "it is not so much the 
gadgets but the interconnectedness 
of it all." • 

"The war reflects a mirror 
~mage of how life is going around , 

..us.-throll!P tocti11vlogy Mlilel its 
influence is invisible," he said. 
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Maier Discusses Future of Europe Hall Building 
\ 

BY ANN TWEEDY 

Charles S. Maier, Professor of 
History at Harvard University, 
presented a lecture titled 
Alternatives in Europe last 
Wednesday. Sponsored by the 
Hewlett Foundation Program for 
European Studies, the lecture was 
the first in a series of four to be 
delivered throughout the semester. 

Maier was introduced by his 
former student, Robin Kilson, 
Associate Professor of History at 
Bryn Mawr. Maier, who is the 
author of several books, teaches 
classes which focus on issues 
confronting Europe. 

Maier sees European politics 
as being presently divided between 
glasnost and west European 
integration. According to Maier, a 
number of current crises are both 
related to and complicated by these 
two issues. Among them are the 
current American recession, the 
Gulf War, German "self-

preoccupation" (which Maier 
considers to be a direct 
consequence of reunification), and 
the crisis of imperialism in the 
Soviet Union. 

Maier's talk focused on the 
viability of relating glasnost and 
reintegration, the two main 
concerns of European 
policymakers. According to Maier, 
although there are certainly "two 
[distinct] sorts of crises" involved, 
the two situations are actually 
linked. On one side there is the 
failure of a society based on heavy 
industry, he said, a "crisis of 
centralized planning," while on the 
other side there is instead a "crisis 
of interdependence," and a "fiscal 
crisis in macroeconomic planning." 
Maier took the worldwide problem 
of rampant inflation as being 
symptomatic of the failings of both 
situations. According to Maier, 
Europe will have to deal with its 
"territorial and spatial problems" 
in the near future. 

---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-' 

,.,HC Security Continues to 
Investigate Winter Break Thefts 

BY HOWIE FEND RICH 
AND LESLIE POWER 

The investigation into the thefts 
reported across Haverford's 
campus upon students' return from 
winter break is continuing in 
conjunction with the Lower Merion 
Police Department, according to 
Haverford College Director of 
SafetyandSecurityGlennNorrnile. 

"The totals as of now are 71 
complaints,'' according to Norrnile, 
with a reported total loss value of 
over$6000. 

WhileNormilesaidthat"pieces 
of information keep developing" 
in the course of the investigation, 
he declined to comment 
specifically on the nature of that 
information. ' 

As to the involvement of the 
local police, Normile explained 
that, in addition to the usual 
advantages ofbeing able to make 
arrests and obtain search warrants, 
"it'salwaysgoodtohaveanoutside 
agency helping to conduct an 
investigation where there is 
concern about internal theft." 

The nature of these robberies 
- it appears as though access to 
dorm rooms may have been 
obtained with a master key, since 
there were no signs of forced entry 
- makes "internal theft" a viable 
possibility. 

"There have been problems or 
crimes in thepastwhereitcertainly 
had been thought that keys were 
used, but never on the scale of 
this," Nonnile said. 

Heatwave Vacations 
Spring Break 1991 

THE BEST RATES 
CANCUN • JAMAICA • BAHAMAS • 

For more information, call Gregoxy at 
800-395-9283 

Are you thinking about a career in 
publishing but don't know whom to 
talk to or where to start? 

The University of Denver 
Publishing Institute can help. 

Editors and marketing managers from the country's 
top book publishers are waiting to meet you. Find 
out how you can become part of this intensive 
learning and networking experience by attending 
the information session on 

February 15, 12 noon - 2pm. 
in the Career Development Office in Founder's 
Hall. 
Personal interviews will be held after the session. 

, , . 
I I, 

Computer 
Thefts 
Solved 

BY HOWIE FEND RICH 
AND LESLIE POWER 

Computer equipment stolen 
from Hall Building at Haverford in 
April, 1990, was recovered when a 
ring of robbers based in 
Massachusetts was apprehended 
by police. The full value of the 
machinery - approximately 
$14,000 - will be returned to 
Haverford's insurance company, 
which has already replaced the 
stolen goods. 

Haverford Director of Safety 
and Secutiry Glenn Nonnile said 
that he recently was notified of the 
thiefs' capture by the Chief of 
Police in Waltham, Massachusetts. 
"One fonner and two present 
Brandeis students had been arrested 
on the grounds of a prep school .. 
. sneaking around," Nonnile related 
that he was told. An investitgation 
ensued, and it was discovered that 
the three "had been using their 
spring and summer breaks to steal 
computers from various 
institutions, including Haverford," 
Nonnile said. 

Apparently, the stolen 
equipment was sold to a computer 
store, which in turn re-sold the 
goods overseas, according to 
Nonnile. 

He said that steps have been 
taken since the theft, which 
involved the breaking of a window 
to gain entry to Hall Building, to 
protect computer equipment. All 
equipment, Normile said, is 
"cabled to the surfaces now" 
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WE DUG UP THIS MYSTERIOUS 7 893 PORTRAIT 
FROM OUR NEWL Y-CHR/STENED ARCHIVE ROOM. 
FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO CAN'T GET CLOSE 
ENOUGH TO READ THE WRITING, IT'S CALLED 
wAMERICAN WOMAN AND HER POLITICAL 
PEERS. w THOSE PEERS, CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP LEFT, ARE AS FOLLOWS: IDIOT, CONVICT, 
INSANE, AND IND/AN. THE WOMAN SURROUNDED 
IS FRANCES WILLARD, •NATIONAL PRESIDENT 
FOR WCTU. w OUR AWARENESS WAS PERKED 
BY THIS POSTER'S ALL-ENCOMPASSING 
DISCRIMINATION: IT'S (GOING CLOCKWISE AGAIN) 

BLEIST, CLASS/ST, ABLE/ST (AGAIN!), RACIST, 
ND SEXIST, ALL AT THE SAME TIME. IT STRIKES 

US THAT THINGS HAVEN'T CHANGED MUCH IN A 
HUNDRED YEARS. 

E2 STANDBY! 
Transatlantic travel on QE2 is truly an incomparable experience. And now, with Cunard's 

irresistible QE2 standby fares, you can sail five glorious days and nights to or from 

England, and fly the other way free! 

May through December, fares of only $1, 149 or $1,249 include a berth in a minimum-grade 

room for two, plus a one-way British Airways' economy-class ticket between London and 

New York, Washington, Philadelphia, Boston, Miami, or Chicago. Or book QE2 alone-just 

$999 on standby. Confirmation will be given four (4) weeks prior to sailing. For details, see 

your travel agent or Cunard. For a free brochure or $8.95 QE2 videotape depicting 

shipboard life, call 1-800-352-38C:Xl 

1991 QE2 Sailings: 

To Europe: 5/18, 6/10, 6/21, 7/9, 7/29, 8/12, 8/22., 9/11, 9/26, 

10/6, 11/3, 11/26. 
From Europe: 5/3, 6/1, 6/16, 6/29, 7/24, 8/3, 8/17, 9/6, 9/16, 10/1, 

10/21, 11/10, 12/16. 

This offer is subject to withdrawal without notice and may not be combined with any other offer. Length-of-stay and air 
restrictions apply; taxes extra. ~ 1991 Cunard. Registry: OE2-Great Britain. 

CUNARD 
S/NCE1840 
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Open Your Minds 

It's about time we started thinking about how we treat 
each other. This is not a "be nice" editorial: don't be nice. 
Or be nice, if you feel like it. Just think about what it is 
you 're doing. 

"P.C." has become a repugnant term. Its use and abuse 
in our community is suffocating and startling in its intol
erance. The attitudes once thought generally acceptable 
to a small and largely open-minded place like this bi-col
lege community have altered. What was once an appro
priate way of thinking is now "correct." Correct, imply
ing any others are incorrect, are wrong. 

Over the past few semesters, "outsiders" have entered 
our community in different capacities, among them lec
turers, comedians and hypnotists. Some of these people 
have been openly attacked for expressing beliefs which 
differ from those largely held by us; for example, calling 
a female student a "girl," when we call her a "woman." 

Other people are allowed to and should have views and 
are allowed to and should be free to express those views. 
Should we issue a guidebook for "foreigners" entering 
this "politically correct" haven, warning them that we 

·don't like to be called "cute" and that we can get so 
wrapped up in our own way of thinking that we allow 
ourselves to become petty and rude. 

Perhaps it is a time for self-examination; for we all 
know that the unexamined life is not worth living. Is it 
possible that the unpleasantness that arises in these situ
ations is really a product of our actions, rather than those 
of our guests? 

There is a difference between what we like to call 
"open dialogue" and preaching. Because we as a commu
nity share common beliefs, and therefore find ourselves 
surrounded in our day to day actions by others who have 
values similar to ours does not mean we are "right" and 
others are ''wrong." To surround ourselves with mirrors 
of political correctness creates a claustrophobia from 
which we may never recqver, a dreaded closed-minded
ness we thought we'd never be capable of having. 

Let's give up "political correctness," and accept that 
issues are too complex to have only two sides. The best 
we can hope for is to have a set of beliefs, founded on 
exposure to an array of differing views, that we can find 
to be politically appropriate to our own selves. 
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The Bi-College News 
The Haveiford College News. How does that sound? It would be a major 
loss for Bryn Mawr if it forfeited the only news oriented publications it has 
because people are not willing to contribute. The proportional coverage of 
Bryn Mawr is reflected in the level of the participation of Bryn Mawr stu
dents. Any negative feelings people have about the Bi-College News 
might be perfectly reasonable but please realize that editors, opinions, and 
styles can and do change every semester. The only way to positively 
change something is to become involved. Please contact one of the Bryn 
Mawr editors if you want to write in any capacity. A newspaper is a terrible 
thing to waste. 

Ruth Henson 91' 
Lisa Sufrin 91' 
Alison Watkins 91' 

Furia Discusses Fasts Past and Future 
To The Community: 

Before getting to a little bla
tant editorializing, I want to thank 
everyone who participated in last 
semester' s fast and donation day 
in the Bi-Co dining centers (on 
behalf of the people in Youth 
Ending Hunger/ The Hunger Proj
ect who put it on) There was a 
strong turnout relative to past 
years-with 171 . Fords and 70 
Mawrters skipping lunch and 332 
Fords and 228 Mawrters forgoing 
dinner, and thedining service gave 
us a total of $1286. Though we 
kept the name "Oxfam Fast" at L'te 
dining service• s request and split 
20% of the funds between the title 
group and the University City 
Hospitality Coalition, we decided 
to send most of the funds to our 
own parent organization and 
I.D.E.X., two groups that repre
sent divergent but rather progres
sive approaches to world hunger. 
First, here's a synopsis of their 
philosophies and initiatives, based 
primarily on what I've gleaned 
from working with both groups on 
and off for a couple of years and 
reading their pamphlets, so, one to 
be taken with a grain of salt. 

The Hunger Project has always 
questioned the efficacy and vision 
of groups simply chipping away at 
problems in one rural third world 
community or another. Therefore, 
they were at the forefront of the 
emerging focus on awareness and 
political advocacy among non
profit anti-hunger groups. They 
support a vast array of projects in 
the less-developed and developed 

countries in attempting to alter 
world policy and opinion so that 
hunger can actually be systemi
cally ended. 76% of their funds go 
to projects, which is substantially 
better than average, and they're 
the only secular organii.ation we 
knew of with this broad "strategic" 
perspective. 

I.D .E.X., one of the most radi
cally skeptical and radically effi
cient of innumerable development 
organii.ations in the U.S., has taken 
on some very innovative projects 
in the Third World. More interest
ing perhaps, is that, with countless 
speakers at a recent conference 
calling on people to influence "their 
partners in public office". the 
l.D.E.X. director was the only one 
to outright reject political advo
cacy-due to an utter lack of con
fidence in the leaders of the devel
oped countries• concern for the 
hunger issue .. 

The problems of world hunger, 
not to mention approaches of 
Western non-profits towards them, 
would be too complex to really go 
into here even if I understood them 
well enough to do so. Nonethe
less, we thought the group made an 
intelligent, pragmatic decision 
about where to send the funds. So, 
why the hell am I writing this???? 

Having talked to many people 
who dido 't participate in the fast, it 
seems a concern about the effi
ciency and effectiveness of the 
organizations receiving the money 
underlies most reasons they gave 
when declining to participate. 
(Among others we heard: ''I'd like 
to, but I just really want to eat". 

"Fuck if I'm missing Chicken 
Parmesean". "I have a test. I HA VE 
to eat". and the classic "Yeah righ~ 
like I even care".) 

This is not to say there• s abso
lutely no acceptable reason not to 
fast, and there are certainly more 
effective things one could do to 
combat world hunger. However, 
if you're one of many peole who 
does care that 35 ,000 people die of 
hunger related causes every day 
butdon'twanttoworkinacampus 
group or send money on your own, 
etc ... ., the fast is an extremelyC$)' 
way to make a small contributioo,.. · 
Also, very few fundraisers are as 
profitable at such low risk. All this 
of course leaves aside the issue of 
whether skipping two meals helps 
one experience hunger for a day, 
but that's a seperate issue. 

All I'm really saying, is thatl 
assume almost three quarters of 
the community has some pretty se
rious doubts about whether the fast 
does any good, and our group feels 
responsible for not better explain· 
ingitsbenefits. It'sheretostayfor 
awhile, though, so I'd like to hear 
from anyone who has an opinion 
on how it could be more effec· 
live-or how it's inherently use
less, for that matter. Otherwise, I 
hope this article does a little to 
allay people• s basic skepticism. So, 
thanks again to all who fasted, as 
well as those who thought it out 
and didn't But if you "just don't 
know" next time, the most popular 
excu~please DO fast-{ even if 
it's Chicken Parmesean). 

Peter Furia HC '93 

GARRY HORN '91 
MATH (HC) VIRGINIA 
"I think that our government policy from 
the very beginning pre-determined that we 
were going to war. And our strategy in the 
war determined our destruction. We're 
being barbaric. Now that we're in, we 
won't really get out of it early." 
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THE WORD HE BI-COLLEGE NEWS ASKS: 

HAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE WAR? 

JAMES 
STERRETT '91 
MILITARY 
HISTORY (HC) 
WESTTOWN, PA 
"Buckle down for something 
long and bloody. The ground 
assault looks like either we 
have a meat grinder frontal 
assault, or a somewhat risky 
flanking attack. I am not 
sure that the flanking ma
neuver is as easy or as safe as 

' portrayed by the media and 
Pentagon. A lot of people 
will be coming home in bags 
and that's grim." 

BRIAN MINIER 
'94 
PITTSBURGH, PA 
"Basically, I think Bush 
should have done more in the 
beginning. But, now that 
we're involved, to pull out 
would be foolish - unless 
Saddam will comply with our 
demands." 

GEORGE RUSH 
'92 ENGLISH 
(HC) UPSTATE 

NEW YORK 
"I think it's absurd. It's in
teresting the way it's been 
turned into a media circus. If 
you notice that most of the 
attacks in the first few days 
came in the early evening, 
just in time for the 7 :00 news. 
It's a shame. If we're so 
concerned about freedom and 
democracy, why aren'twein 
Lithuania? KuwaitandSaudi 
Arabia are the furthest things 
from democracy imaginable 
and yet Lithuania is a bur
geoning democracy." 

' - -
,i REBECCA 

,; SNYDER '93 
. ~ A 
~ RCHAEOL-

OGY/ENGLISH 
(BMC) 
BALTIMORE, MD 
"I don't think that the U.S. 
should be over in the Persian 
Gulf. _But, since we're there 
we have to finish what we've 
started." 

l.11 • ' 1 
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SHAHIDAH 
KALMID-DIN '93 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 
"Of course I don't like our 
country being at war, people 
dying needless deaths. I think 
for lots of African-Ameri
cans and other minorities who 
go into the armed forces ... 
go in for education reasons. 
None of them I'm sure ex
pected for us to have a war. I 
just think America should 
take a look at itself inside 
before going to fight for ' 
"freedom" in another coun
try." 

ERICA FREEMAN '91 
ENGLISH (HC) 
PHILADELPHIA AN 0 
ELIZABETH EZELL '91 
ENGLISH (HC) ARKANSAS 

"We're extremely confused." 

OJ 1J 
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OOK FOR OUR ROAMING PHOTOGRAPHERS CRUISING BOTH 
AMPUSES. AND BE SURE TO GET YOUR WORD HEARD! 
,r.JE.W.-GB.-Il.'I'.b!EWORQ~gwQ-RD-l=H·E~WOR-D T-HEWOR D -TH-Ewe'R-e-i 
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. :. .. ~ ~~-i~ g:::·;~Henson.:~,:·Thatch.er .R.esignation· ·;No-::toss >for·~ B'ritain 
BY Rl1111 HENSON 

"'The Iron Lady: She Will Be 
Missed by Many" very 
disappointingly surveyed former 
Prime Minister Margaret 
1batchec's dictatorship. The 
method used by Tom Hiscotteither 
treated the negative aspects of her 
tenure too generously or ignored 
them altogether. 

T h a t c h er's 

miss Thatcher. 
A woman who made it her 

personal business to make 
Socialism a dirty word, Thatcher 
did everything and more in her 
power to degrade and devalue the 
welfare state on which 
contemporary Britain is founded. 

The present state of national 
healthcare is horrendous. Because 
of lack of sufficient funding, only 

cootinuc their education at the 
college level, this change only 
intensifies an already elitist concept 
of university education. 

One can expect to find a 
decrease in liberal arts degree 
candidates and an increase in 
applied science and business 
degree candidates. The huge 
"Grants not Loans" student 
demonstrations illustrate very well 

the public' s 
"stance on the poll 
tax" was 
reminiscent of a 
nineteenth century 
autocrat 

. COMMENTARY 
disapproval 
0 f 
Thatcher's 
"tenacity 

The basic 
premise of the poll tax is an 
unrealistic, as well as outright 
unfair, policy. Take for example 
the citizens of the same district as 
Princess Anne, who formerly paid 
taxes according to the property they 
inhabit. Now these citizens pay 
taxes according to the property 
Princess Anne inhabits. Why is it 
logical that everyone pay the same 
amount of taxes regardless of their 
income? This sounds alarmingly 
like Reagan's selfish policy of 
taxing the poor, not the rich. I'm 
sure that whiletherestof thedistrict 
goes into debt, Princess Anne 
barely pays out more than one 
designer evening gown. 

I will gladly admit that 
Thatcher (probably under great 
pressure from her party) made 
allowances for the elderly and 
unemployed: fill out a form; pay 
the poll tax; and months later 
receive a partial refund. 

Dismissing opinion polls is one 
thing, but Thatcher was at first 
indifferent to growing protest 
among the population, then 
ignorantly condemning of the anti~ 
poll tax demonstrations of April, 
1990. 

If anyone would care to recall 
the magnitude of the demonstration 
inLondon(excludingtheminiscule 
militant factor) , one gives cause to 
wonder exactly who will greatly 

those who can afford the high cost 
of private medical care can expect 
more than adequate attention. 

As to the overcrowded 
psychiatric hospitals, which 
Thatcher refused to alleviate in 
any way other than to discharge 
those patients who basically 
showed no criminal or violent 
tendencies, I am disgusted at 
Thatcher's cruelty. People who 
have spent many years under 
psychiatric treatment were forced 
out into the cities into a life for 
which they were not prepared. A 
noticeable increase in London's 
own already large homeless 
population is evident 

Education is also in dire need 
of assistance. Thatcher' s new 
policies on elementary and 
secondary education in Britain saw 
many schools opening the 1989-
1990 academic year without 
sufficient numbers of teachers. 
Because of a lack of qualified, as 
well as interested teachers, schools 
weie forced to look for 
mathematics and English teachers 
in Germany and Switzerland. 

That same academic year saw 
Thatcher's university education 
policy reform from government
funded grants to bank-funded 
student loans. In a country where 
only one to two percent of 
secondary school graduates 

and moral 
conviction". 

This "anything to make a profit" 
mentality, which was at the base of 
Thatcher's policy making, is the 
main reason why the majority of 
society's woes are perpetuated. 

From an economic perspective, 
if it could be said that Thatcher did 
her best to improve Britain's 
declining economy in her first few 
years, it can also be said that she 
did her best to pull the economy 
back down with her into its present 
state. 

Long an opponent of the EEC 
steps to integration in 1992, 
Thatcher antagonised other EEC 
members to such a point that, if it 
were possible, they would 
completely exclude Britain from 
iheplans. Britaincouldonlybenefit 
from economic union with Europe. 
Besides increasing the value of the 
British pound, the standard ofliving 
and the commitmenr to 
environmental preservation would 
be greatly enhanced. 

Thatcher consistently 
reapportioned government funds 
from welfare to defense spending. 
Notably, Thatcher was the only 
NA TO member who strongly 
advised against any decrease in 
NATO troops in Germany. She 
also wanted. to increase NATO 
funding even at the height of US
Soviet arms and troops reductions 
talks. 

Thatcher defanitdy has a habit 
ofliving in Britain's colonial pasL 
She envisions herself as the 
imperialist monarch. 

Thatcher will be the cause of 
the drain of what she considers to 
be the "real brain power" in both 
Hong Kong later this decade and 
South Africa, when the government 
finally becomes majority rule. She 
has already forced Parliament to 
hand out thousands of visas only to 
those who hold high civil servant 
or lucrative professional positions 
to many citizens in Hong Kong 
and Whites who have proof of past 
or present British citizenship in 
South Africa. 

There is a grotesque sort of 
courtship between Thatcher and 
the South African Government. 
While Britain was protesting the 
apartheid regime in South Africa 
and the imprisionment of political 
prisoners, 

care IO learn more about the Brili* 
Government's role and reckless 
attitude in Northern Ireland, see 
"Hidden Agenda," a new film set 
in contemporary Northern Ireland. 

The list of Thatcher's criminal 
acts towards the British people is 
practically endless. The system of 
justice is increasingly under 
suspicion. Remember the prison 
riots at Strangeways in spring, 
1990, when because of severe 
overcrowding and lack of adequate 
maintenance, one of Britain's 
largest prisons was taken over by 
inmates for over thirty days? And 
don't forget the ambulance 
workers' strike which lasted for 
over three months. 

Tom Hiscott wrote that 
Thatcher was successful as Prime 
Minister because "she did what an 
executive leader is supposed to do: 
she led." I agree that an executive 

among 
t h e m 
Nelson 
Mandela, 
Thatcher 
i mposed 
the least 
amount of 
sanctions 
she could. 
And once 

1:::1:::::1Ir::::1r:::mm:::::1:ri:r::::1::tn:1:::::::n:r::=n:::1tI:::::]='1:rn11::::=::::::n:::1l 
THATCHER DEFINITELY HAS 
A HABIT OF LIVING IN 
BRITAIN'S COLONIAL PAST. 
SHE ENVISIONS HERSELF AS 
THE IMPERIALIST MONARCH . 

1mirn:::::::w::1rm::::::mm:;m1rn:itlm:::::m1i:r::m:::::m:::::::::::::::::::::m::::::t::1:m:::=m 

Nelson 
Mandela was freed early last year, 
she was the first EEC country to 
drop most of the existing sanctions 
- against the will of the other 
EEC countries. 

Thatcher has allowed the South 
African Government the right to 
British police protection of the 
South African embassy. She has 
encouraged police brutality and 
harrassment of anti-apartheid 
activists, especially minorities. 

In addition to her disregard for 
the South African people's right to 
majority rule, Thatcher actively 
opposes the right of the people of 
Northern Ireland to self
determination. If anyone would 

leader should lead, but it should be 
according to the will of the 
majority. Thatcher gave the British 
people no other choice but to live 
by her rules. Unfortunately 
according to her rules, only a very 
few can succeed. 

Hiscott sees Thatcher's 
successor, Prime Minister John 
Major, as "a Thatcher protege." I 
disagree. John Major is not 
Thatcher' s protege; he is her 
marionette and mouthpiece. 
Having Major as Prime Minister is 
bad enough. · I hope Britain will 
never be fooled into thinking of the 
need to call on Thatcher in a time 
of crisis. 

Symposium Addresses Media Coverage of Minority Issues 
(continued from page 1) 

Sanchez, a reporter with National 
Public Radio; and Leslie Whitaker, 
a reporter for Time. Whitaker is 
also a Bryn Mawr alumna of the 
class of 1979. 

Moore asserted that in looking 
at the issues of minority coverage 
in the mainstream media, it is 
necessary to cut through some 
euphemisms. "Mainstream," she 
explained, still means " white," 
despite diverse cross-currents. 
Moore also mentioned that one 
issue that needs to be recognized is 
that much of the mainstream press 
may not perceive thata problem in 
coverage exists. 

There is a "perceptual 
dichotomy," she said, explaining 
that whites and minorities may look 
at the same stories and see them in 
totally different ways. Moore cited 
the Charles Stuart murder case in 
Boston as an example of this. 
Members of the black community 
were quick to claim racism in the 
media'scoverageofthecase, while 

mainstream journalists claimed to 
have done the necessary 
investigations but were still taken 
in by the hoax. 

Sanchez and Mills addressed 
the issue of selecting which stories 
should be covered. As Mills 
explained, " In newsrooms ... lives 
have relative values. The assault 
on one white woman jogger may 
be equal to IO blacks whose houses 
burned ... to 10,000 Pakistanis 
killed in a natural disaster." -

Geographic selectivity is also 
an issue, claimed Sanchez, who 
expressed unhappiness with NPR 's 
geographical biases, but added that 
he thought the situation was getting 
better. All the panelists agreed that 
because demographics change, this 
situation necessarily would have 
to improve. 

As Marriott pointed out, "As 
much as we want to look at 
journalism as a lofty practice, it is 
still, under it all, a business." To 
stay in business, the media will 
have to recognize non-mainstream 

readers as a large part of their 
potential audience. Whitaker said 
she could see this happening at 
Time, although she felt it is too 
soon to see many results. 

A concern of several audience 
members was the media'scoverage 
of minorities in the Gulf War. 
Although more than 30% of the 
American forces is black, only one 
black soldier was shown during a 
national news program 
interviewing the hospitalized 

· troops. His picture identified him 
as one of several people who had 
shotthemselves in the foot in order 
to avoid combat Several other 
examples were cited of how 
minorities are leftoutof the media's 
portrayal of soldiers as young, 
heroic Americans. The 
overwhelming feeling in the 
audience and on the panel was that 
the media shows soldiers solely as 
white males. 

Despite acknowledging the 
media's many shortcomings in 
minority coverage, the panelists 

all recognized the power of the 
media as a force of change in 
society. Marriott said that, although 
the idea had passed out of fashion 
some years ago, he still thinks " that 
journalism needs to take a stance 
for change. There is a prevailing 
world view in the newsroom . .. . 

The majority of decisions are made 
by a minority of powerful white 
males. The real frontier is the 
diversity and integration of ideas 
- not just diversity of 
representation within the 
newsroom." 

BMC Security Report 
(continued from page 1) 
particularly vexing to Heath 
because it seems to follow in the 
wake oflast semester's bathroom 
graffiti which implicated the 
same two male students in 
acquaintance rapes. According 
to Heath. ''The administration 
attempted to have the accuser 
come forward to present 
information in order to have the 
allegations investigated. Not 
only did she not come forward, 

but by the end of last semester, 
the situation had escalated as 
the "graffi ti began to give rise 
to allegations of bigoted 
motivations". Although Heath 
does "not believe that this was 
the intent of the writer," he feels 
that the graffiti, and the 
anonymous note "serves no 
positive purpose and [in fact] 
may be hurting a victim who 
may be reluctant to come 
forw'ard." 
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PO(itics ___ _ 
Israeli Silence on the -bulf 'Necessary and Right 

BY KIAME MAHANIAH 

Consider Israel's latest military 
decision: its lack of response in 
face of Iraqi attack. As every 
commentator seems to agree, the 

Ji COMMENTARY ii 
Scud missiles were launched in a 
politicalgambit. Destroyingisrael 
seems rather unlikely in that 
fashion. SowhatisHussein'sgoal? 
To appear a hero in the anti-Israeli 
camp, to attempt breaking up the 
coalition by involving Israel, to 
gain some legitimacy as a promoter 
of Arab rights ... ? Any or maybe 
all of these could be achieved as 
long as the fourth military power 
in the world, Israel, responds. Yet 
Israel, reputed for its swift 
retaliation in such matters, has not 
responded. Israel's silent guns 
have surprised everyone. But 
really, why should the Israelis 
respond to such provocations? 

Militarily speaking~ Israeli 
involvement would not constitute 
decisive power. Only in terms of 
determination could the Israelis 
contribute a tangible difference. 

Politics Commentary: 

Yet in a high tech world, going 
berserk is not necessarily an 
advantage. What would a few 
hundred more sorties change in the 
bombing of Iraq? The firepower 
which the United States and its 
allies are unleashing is formidable 
enough,andtimenotbeingafactor, 
Israeli participation would be 
pointless. Then maybe the 
psychological effect? Every Israeli 
believes, or rather knows, that if 
Israel wanted to, it could wipe out 
every single Arab nation. 

Will any Arab nation, in the 
future, attack Israel because it 
didn't respond to the Scud attacks 
in 1991? No. The attacks on Israel 
are "militarily insignificant," to use 
a familiar phrasing. Israel must 

Militarily 
speaking, Israeli 
involvement 
would not 
constitute 
decisive power. 

therefore be gaining something, in 
order for the government to adopt 
such a domestically controversial 
position. Consider the situation. 

Israel has known from its 
creation that in the world arena 
dependence can be deadly. The 
United States has been its 
staunchest supporter, yet even that 
great nation has wavered in its 
commitment to Israel. Only a few 
months ago, the media was 
reporting rumors about how 
unsatisfied the Bush administration 
was with the Israeli stance on the 
Palestinian question. In spite of all 
the warm words and promises now 
professed by the American 
government, Israel has not 
forgotten that the United States is 
subject to swings in opinion. 
- The Israelis know, perhaps 
better than most, that the aftermath 
of the present violence will leave 
the region in a highly unstable 
fashion. Who knows what 
America's desires will then be? 
After many weeks of costly ( in 
both military and political terms) 
war, and a situation which appears 
threatening to American interests, 
the magnitude of the temptation to 

"cut a deal" will be inversely 
proportional to the time that's left 
before 1992. Even past that date, 
America will want as neat and as 
quick a solution as possible. Israel 
will then feel the heat once more to 
compromise. So what better for 
them then to stock up, in all ways 
possible, so as to resist those 
pressures if necessary? 

Furthermore, on a purely 
military level, in that unstable 
period, Israel will appreciate 
possessing the only intact armed 
forces. In the meantime, Israel 
appears to be a victim of Arab · 
aggression. As Hussein is 
increasingly portrayed as a 
bloodthirsty tribal warlord, Israel 
appears rational, reasonable, and a 
member of the civilized world. 

If there is a winner at this stage 
of the game, it appears to be Israel. 
The government's wise decisions 
have ensured Israel a prime position 
in the aftermath of the current 
conflict. Moreover, if Israel did 
take military action now, everyone 
would "understand." 

The only problem then remains 
at the domestic level. We can 
expect Israel's crackdown on any 

We can expect 
Israel's crackdown 
on any Palestinian 
demonstration to 
be extremely 
violent. 

Palestinian demonstration to be 
extremely violent. Its response to 
further PLO attacks in southern 
Lebanon is bound to be crushing. 
In that way, the government will 
show that it still has the will and the 
strength to protect Israeli i.nterests 
if threatened militarily, thereby 
silencing any criticism about 
newfound "softness." 

Still, Israel has the most right· 
wing government it has had since 
its existence. The question is then: 
will this government be able to 
keep its emotions and loyalties in 
check so as to benefit as much as 
possible from its present course of 
adroit realpolitik? 

I believe it will. Israelis are 
survivors. 

Bush Muddles· U.S. in his New World Order 
BY FRITZ KAEGI 

In seeking to convince 
Americans that we should go to 
war with Iraq, President Bush has . 
used the prospect of a "New World 
Order" to gain support for his 
policies. While there are a number 
of convincing arguments for using 
force against Iraq, the imposition 
of a New World Order (or NWO, 
as journalists are now calling it) is 
not one of them. 

While many of President 
Bush's less sincere, lightweight 
proposals (such as the thousand 
points of light) originated in his 
1988 campaign, the NWO issue 
was created when Saddam Hussein 
invaded Kuwait. When it became 
clear in the fall that Saddam would 
not peacefully withdraw, the 
President, as we now all know, 
made a series of fateful decisions 
on November 8, 1990. Seeking 
support, Bush, usually averse to 
grandiose schemes, began to claim 
that the allies needed to act in 
defense of a "post-cold war" order. 
Although NWO has probably had 
Ii ttle effect on public opinion, Bush 
continues to speak at length about 
this issue, even giving it a 
prominent role in his State of the 
Union address. 

JustwhattheNewWorldOrder 
is remains to be explained, of 
course. It has alternately taken the 
shape of a U.S.-Soviet 
condominium over the world, a 
United Nations collective security 
arrangement, and a worldwide 
containment policy enforced by 
members of the current coalition. 
Compounding this uncertainty are 
the questions of who decides what 

j_! l.;;l '·'-I'· 
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action is to be taken, where funding 
will come from, and other concerns. 

However vague the President 
may be about the nuts and bolts of 
the New World Order, he 
nevertheless is committing himself 
to both create and enforce it. By 
repeatedly justifying our actions in 
the Gulf with the New World Order 
rhetoric, he's painting himself into 
a comer after the war. Either Bush 
will have to take the embarrassing 
step of backing away from his 
Utopian vision, or he'll have to 
lead the way in attempting to build 
a Wilsonian sys~m of international 
politics. Doing so may spell trouble 
for his administration, and in any 
case is not a good idea. 

I tis important to remember that 

it will be supremely difficult to 
assemble anything resembling the 
alliedcoalitioninthefuture. Iraq's 
invasion of Kuwait posed a 
uniquely acule threat to the world 
economy and the regional balance 
of power. Only when the situation 
became critical did most of our 
coalition partners actively help. 
Theycertainlydidnotacton behalf 
of international law, sympathy, or 
the goodness of their hearts. Their 
participation was secured by 
offering them rewards and assuring 
them that they would be 
compensated for any financial loss 
they suffer by enforcing economic 
sanctions. Thus, the U.S. 
government wrote off a $7 billion 
Egyptian debt and the European 
Community, Japan, and the Gulf 

countries gave Turkey, Syria, and 
Jordan billions of dollars in 
economic aid. If the NWO is 
modeled on the current coalition, it 
is almost certain to fail. Countries 
will only act when "world peace" 
is significantly threatened, and will 
demand compensation that most 
countries will be unwilling and 
unable to pay. 

A nother question raised by 
the New World Order is whether 
the United States has an obligation 
to oppose aggression and 
intimidation wherever it appears. 
While invading and annexing 
independent countries is 
reprehensible, we do not have the 
means to oppose it everywhere. 
Before the invasion of Kuwait we 

llilllllllllllllllllilll~lllJlll!lflllll'i~llllfl!l'l:! '"~11111111141• 
MY H.LLDw AMERICANS 1 

I CAN SEE TH£ DAWNlllG-~ 
or: A NEW WORl.1> 
ORDER ... 

NAMELY, •HE Nrw wofi'LDs GoH11A 
pv-r nus o~RtJEP PL.Ac£ '" ORO£R. 

Cartoon by Karl Von Schriltz 

were celebrating the fact that we 
no longer had to actively intervene 
in conflicts around the world. Yet 
now we once again contemplate 
being the world's policeman. We 
ought to keep our use of force to a 
bareminimum,onlywhennational 
interests are at stake. 

It has been argued that military 
force doesn't have to be used in 
enforcing the New World Order, 
for sanctions will do the job. 
Unfortunately, the sad fate of the 
League of Nations shows this to be 
false. After the invasions of 
Manchuria and Ethiopia in the 
1920's and '30's, sanctions were 
imposed, yet national governments 
continued to trade with the warring 
nations. Post-World War II 
sanctions have also had mixed 
success. Threatening sanctions in · • 
opposing aggression would create 
an order not much different from 
our own. 

Resident Bush ought to take a 
very close look at the American 
experience in the twentieth century. 
The disaster of Vietnam resulted 
from a crusading attitude and a 
very similar definition of national 
interest. Other tremendous costs 
sprang from this reality. Bush 
would also do well to remember · 
what happened to Woodrow 
Wilson, the last U.S. President to 
try to hoist a collective security 
arrangement on the U.S. and the 
world. His term ended as he was 
repudiated by allies abroad and 
attacked by opponents at home. 
With our share of domestic 
problems, it's clear that the United 
States isn'tready fora New World 
Order. 

a •.I .e., • l~ I II "1.. '-. .a. . ' 
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Po{itics ___ _ 
Reelecting the President Budget Games 

BY DAN CLARE 

Before August 2 of last year, 
George Bush had some of the 
highest favorable poll ratings of 
any modem U.S. president. And 
after we attacked Iraq on January 
16, there was a sense of coming 
togetherin supportofthePresident. 
But, as Harry S. Truman and 
Lyndon B. Johnson could attest, 
leading wars in the Third World 
has not been a key to success for 
American leaders. Almost 
regardless of any other event. the 
result of the war in the Persian 
Gulf will determine the success of 
Bush's presidency. 

Clearly, Bush took a big 
gamble when he decided to make 
the freeing of Kuwait his top 
priority. While he might have 
hoped that war could have been 
averted, Bush must have been 
aware of Saddam Hussein's 
intransigence and megalomania (as 
well as his control over a very 
i>owerfularmedforce). Moreover, 
although he certainly believes that 
the future of the world order is at 
stake, Bush also had to have 
realized the difficulty he would 
face in persuading the American 
population that many ofour young 
soldiers would have to die far away 
from our borders in order to protect 
oil and to restore an oligarchy to 
power. 

But his chances of reelection 
before August were not as certain 
as the polls suggested. Sure, he 
had high numbers, but so would 
any U.S. leader who presided over 
the desintegration of the 
Communistideolcgy. His waffling 
over the tax issue, and his 
unambitious, confused domestic 
program damaged his popularity. 
Strong opposition to some of his 
pet causes (such as capital gains) 
revealed his support to be hollow. 
Most disturbing for the 
administration was the impending 
recession-no one was fooled by 
talk of a "meaningful downturn." 
The president carried this domestic 
political baggage into the Middle 
East crisis. 

Now that we are at war, the 
future of the Bush administration 
is up in the air. There are two 
major scenarios for the 1992 
elections, ceteris paribus (a funky 
term I learned in Econ 101 which 
generally means "holding 
everything else constant"): 

A "short, decisive" war: If 
the war ends soon (say, in the next 
two months), Bush is almost 
assured of victory in 1992. U.S. 
casualties would probably not be 
high enough to defeat a president 
who fought a war we could win 
quickly. Of course, "short" is 
relative. One newspaper ran the 
headline 'The War Drags On" only 
a week into the crisis. The 
administration must do more to 
lower the American expectations. 
Nonetheless, this scenario has the 
added benefit of diminishing the 
impact of the economic recession. 
Even if the U.S. wins, Bush could 
be threatened with defeat. But 
let's talk about that later. 

A ''protracted" war: The odds 

are that Bush will probably lose if 
we are still fighting in the Middle 
East this summer and definitely if 
it extends into 1992. The coalition 
would be in tremendous danger, 
U.S. casualties would reach 
unacceptable proportions, and the 
recession would be more painful 
and more enduring. Contrary to 
popular opinion, Americans have 
little compunction dropping 
presidents in times of war (i.e., 
LBJ, Truman). Although the U.S. 
would likely have to finish what it 
started, we wouldn't do it under 
the leadership of George Bush. 

This speculation may seem 
obvious. But there are two less 
apparent issues that deserve to be 
flagged for more attention: 

DoD Personnel cuts: Under 
last year's budget agreement, the 
Defense Department will have to 
cut (read: fire) 200,000 of its 
employees. Inevitably, some of 
those fired will have served in the 
Gulf. This callous treatment of 
war veterans will not make the 
administration more popular. 

Another Korea?: Even if 
Saddam is driven out of Kuwait, 
will the war really be over? Both 

Iran and Syria would be tempted to BY RICH KAIN Ever since Franklin Roosevelt, 
fill the vacuum left by a defeated butmoreparticularlysinceLyndon 
Iraq. Saudi Arabia and Kuwait When a traveller takes the Johnson, the country has moved in 
will never be able to adequately wrong path in the fork of a road, a path towards increased 
defendthemselvesfromtheirmore before· he can rectify the error, he governmental control over all 
bellicose neighbors. Tragically, a should first aspects of society. Reagan's 
Hussein is not an unusual I 1 ANALYSIS 1 I turn ba_ck. spectacular economic success 
phenomenon in the Middle East. · · Dependmg slowedthisgrowthasapercentage 
The prospect of U.S. forces on the landscape, trying to cross of GNP, but the philosophic 
permanently assigned to a volatile directly can either be innocuous or principle that government should 
Middle East is not a pleasant one. disastrous. The political terrain is be the solution to all of society's 

George Bush may lose his job aboutasforebodingasany,andthe ills remains. 
overthePersianGulfconflict. But Bush administration's domestic In his State of the Union 
many Americans may lose their policy is trying to cross it, before address, President Bush showed 
lives. In the end, the latter one is turning back policy errors of the the vision he is so often criticized 
more important. past. as lacking. The "breeze" that blew 
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GOP Takes on New Chairman: 
·Bush (and Darrnan) were willing 
to surrender their trump pledge of 
"No New Taxes''? Without an eye 
to cutting wasting programs, the 
initial policy of flexible freeze 
could only have been effective 
had the Bush administration stuck 
rigorously to the promise of 
spending increased only for the 
inflation and no tax increases. Now 
we are going to get both tax and 
spending increases. With the S & 
L mess and an expensive war to 
aggravate the deficit, the budget is 
in almost hopeless disarray, and 
both our budget and long-term 
competitiveness are suffering 
accordingly. 

For Better or for Better 

BY KEN GRAY, JR 

Who is this Clayton Yeuttet1 
He is the new chairman of the 
Republican National Committee 
(RNC), replacing the ailing Lee 
Atwater, who is suffering from 
cancer. People have not heard of 
Yeutterbecause, simply, he has 
not had a very loud background. 

Yeutter leaves his position 
as George Bush's Secretary of 
Agriculture to join the RNC. 
Under Reagan, he was the U.S. 
Trade Representative. "Yeutter 
brings stature, dedication, and 
experience to the RNC," 
according to a statement by 
Charles Black, chief spokesman 
for the committee. 

Conservatives fear that 
Y euuer may not be able to pursue 
the ideals of the far right, 
something Atwater may have 
been able to accomplish. Perhaps 
Mr. Yeutter's sole purpose is 
going to be to keep the 
Republican party together, by 
not rocking the boat Y eutter' s 
"non-political" background may 
serve him well in this respect 
Yeutter will, however, have an 
easier job than Lee Atwater had. 
With the war to liberate Kuwait 
and the popularity it has created 
for George Bush, running the 
Republican party may be a fairly 
easy job. 

Some Democrats also have 
noted the size of Yeutter's 
undertaking. Ron Brown, 
chairman of the National 
Democratic Committee, said, 

"Keeping together the 
Republican Party is a tall order, 
but Clayton Yeutter has shown a 
willingness to take on big tasks." 
Brown joked, "We're glad 
they've finally found a cabinet 
official willing to try to unite 
their Party behind the 'Men of 
the Year'." 

Mr. Yeutter may have some 
problems with the foreigners. As 
Agriculture Secretary, Ye utter 
was not well-liked by the 
European Economic Community 
becauseofhisanti-EECposition. 
Although there is some degree 
of relief among Europeans now 
that Ye utter is in a position farther 
from their interests, they may be 
less likely to support 
Republicans. Republicans have 
always relied on foreign policy 
for good press in times of 
domestic trouble. 

0 

Domestic trouble is just what 
may rip the Republican Party 
apart, and this is where Yeutter' s 
move toward the center may 
help. By not following the far 
right on domestic policy, Yeutter 
may be able to make the 
Republican party look appealing, 
alongside its so-far adept 
handling of foreign policy. 

With the war to liberate 
Kuwait being already written 
down as a success for the 
Republicans, Y eutter will have 
an easy ride. So far, the 
Republicans have been able to 
skirt the domestic issues. The 
unveiling of the budget may 
throw stick in the way, but it will 
not be an insurmountable 
obstacle for Yeutter. Right now, 
Y eutter may be the happiest 
(excluding any defense 
contractors) man in Washington. 

It is time for the president, who 
would have a budget-balancing 
amendment in the U.S. 
constitution, submit a budget with 
a deficit of zero. Despite the 
slaughter of sacred cows ( yes, the 
military included), how could any 
Congressman or woman explain a 
vote against it, and still win 
reelection? To finally reverse the 
trend against (but politically 
popular for ambitious) Keynesian 
economics would result not only 
in a boom of prosperity, but allow 
the President return to the fork in 
theroad. Nomore30billiondollars 
for farmers not to grow food, or 
150 billion dollars to defend our 
economically prosperous allies, or 
billions in pork-barrel "housing." 
The list goes on. 

The U.S. could then take the 
path that the President sees that it 
has forsaken; where religion, 
family, and community are the 
foundations of citizens' lifestyles 
- rather than the social engineers 
of the Beltway. He could finish his 
speeches with a more honest "God 
bless you and God bless the United 
Stales of America" not undergirded 
by the current assumption that if 
God doesn't, we'll naively spend 
billions until fundamental human, 
not political, problems disappear. 
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IFRJDAY 

Deadline. 

11 :00 am 

3 :00 pm 

4 :00 pm 

4:00 pm 

7 :00 pm 

7 :30 pm 

8 100 pm 

8 :00 pm 

10:30 pm 

lsATk\RDAY 
9 :30 am 

10:00 am 

11:00 am 

2:00 pm 

2:00 pm 

5:00 pm 

8 :00 pm 

8 :00 pm 

9 :00 pm 

10:15 pm 

1 0:30 pm 

lskl.NDAY 
10:30 am 

12:00 pm 

1 00 pm 

3 :00 pm 

4 :00 pm 

6:30 pm 

7:00 pm 

9:00 pm 

9:15 pm 

!MONDAY 

11:30 am 

3:30 pm 

3:30 pm 

4 :15 pm 

6 :00 pm 

10:15 pm 

rrk\eSDAY 
10:00 am 

4 :15 pm 

4 :15 pm 

4 115 pm 

5:30 pm 

FeB. 8 

Applications for 1991-92 kl.CA positions are now bei"9 aGCLpted. 

Deadline is Febr .. ar)! 8 . Jr\formatior\ and applications are available 

in Steve Watter's office i" Chase. 

Si9n-.. ps for the H .. ma" S ... x .. alif)! workshop. HC DC ""til 1 :30 pm and 

BMC Camp .. s Center .. ntil 2 100 pm. For more info, call 3~sic.a at 

526-7525 or 3o" at 645-9659. 
Candidate. Talk: Ve.ror\ic.a Salles-Reese on Tue Miracles o£the. Conq11est 

and the Co"q .. est 0£ Miracles. Spa"ish Department. La Casa, 500 
Oakley Road. 

Candidate. Talk: &sa .. 1 Sanchez on Yttri<•M• B0ri11m• Copper Oxjde 

S11per Cond11ctors: Vgrigtior\S Or\ g Tue..,... °P\\ysic.s Department. 

Stoke 254. 

Candidate Talk : 3oe.I Kaminsky on Tue J"diyid110l & His Relgtionship to 

Socie.!y in AncientJsrgel. Reli9ior\ Dept. Chase 101 . 

PAJAW Women's Track Championships. Field Ho .. se. 

Christian Fellowship Meeti"9 ' Christia" Co .. "ter-C..ltwe: Chansins the 

World by Prgye.r . BMC Camp .. s Cer\te.r1 Room 210. 

Mi.sic De.pt. presents soprano 3anic.e Fiore and piar\ist/composer C..rt 

Cacioppo, HC M .. sic prof. Marshall A..ditori .. m. 

Movie: The Freshmar\ , Three Seasons 

Movie: The. Freshman . Three Seasons 

FeB. 9 

Symposi .. m: Delaware Valley Me.die.va l Associatio" W i"ter Meeti"g · 

Chase. 104. 

Symposi .. m: S .. sa" Mosher St .. ard on The Chase After Theory -

Co"side.ri"@ Me.die.ygl Wome". Chase 104. 

Symposi .. m: R .. th Mazo Karnas, k\ . Penr\ .1 or\ Commo" Women - Prosti+ .. -

tion and Sex .. ali!y in Me.dieygl C..,.lt .. re.. Chase 104. 

Symposi .. m: Karl F. Morrison, R .. +9ers1 on k\nders+andin@ Conyersion -

My Pargdi@m or Vo .. rs? Chase. 104. 

Wome."'s Basketball vs . G;o..c.her. Field Ho .. se. 

Chinese New \'.'ear Dir\ner. Catered Chi"ese c .. isine. Right side, HC DC. 
Se.mi-Formal. Tickets: $5 at the door, $3 for advance. booking. (tickets 

go on sale Feb. 4). 

Tue Point Bre.eze Performing Arts Ce"+er presents Le@acy: A Trib .. te to 

Lan@ston H .. @hes. OMA. Marshall A .. d itori .. m. Reception to follow 

in the Womer\'s Center, HC DC basement. 

Movie: Cinema Paradiso. Three Seasons . 

Rhoads M .. sicfe.st. 5 Bi-Co, Haverford, and Swarthmore bands. Free 
with Tri-Co JD. Rhoads Dining Hall, BMC. k\ntil 1 :00 am. 

~lt"",.al pe.,.formances - C.hine.se1 Vie.tnamese.1 B"""'""'e.se1 Ko,.ean1 3apane.se 

& more. Dance part)! to follow . Fo .. nders G;reat Hall . 
Movie: CineW1a Paradiso . Three Seasons, 

FeB. 10 

First Day Meeting . All are. welcome. Mee.ting Ho..se. . 

Me.n 's Track i" Haverford Jnvitational. Field Ho..se. 

Doors open for Ple.,..ary. Marshall A .. d itori .. m. Starts at 1 :30 pm. 

Lect .. re: Pa .. 1 Meyer, C..rator at Morris Arbore t ... m, on A Plant ex-

plorer's Diary: Korea '89 . Arbore+ .. m S ociety . Chase 104. Recep

tion to follow. 
Celebratio" of 6 .. charist. Catholic St .. de.nts !Anion. B,MC Camp .. s Center, 

Room 210. , 
St .. dent's Co .. "cil meeting. Open to the P"bl:c, so come on down. Bry" 

Mawr Rm. HC DC. 

Minorif)! Scolarship Writi"g Clinic. Woodside. Cottage, Room 304. 

Movie: Babar Ret .. rns. Three Seasons. 
Movie: The Cage and evita a"d Mort. exploratory Cine.ma. Chase 104. 

FeB. 11 -

Food Service Co ........ ittee Meeting. Contact 3ohn Francone. for deta ils. 

G;ro .. p meeting to disc .. ss iss ... es related to de.ath/ dyin9 of a loved or\e., 

Contact David Ramirez at 896-1290. 

Me.n's Sq .. ash vs . Swarth .... ore. Link. 

Fac .. lf)! book talk by Kathleen Wright. °P\\ilips Wi"9' Magill Library . 

3ob Se.arch Workshop for f .. 11 time and S .. mmer jobs. CDO . Fo .. nders 

009 . 

Movie: Ca""e.r)! Row. Three Seasons. 

FeB. 12 

Calledior\. Chase 104. 
Candidate Talk : Katherine Le.sh. Mathematics Dept. Stokes 104. 

Leen.re: 3oel uvy, S.....or OffiCLr, k\.S. Forei9" Servic.e, Or\ Tue Post 

Cold Wgr 6rg : A Foreis" Policy £or the 1990's. Bi-Co Peace 

Sn.dies. Chase 104. 
Tue Ps)!cholo9)! Department presents a lech..re. Sharpless _A...ditori .. m. 

Meeti"9 for sh.dents i"tere.sted i" st..d)!i"9 abroad Fall semester or all of 

r\ex+ ye.ar . Br)!" Mawr Room, HC Di"i"9 Cente.r . Bri"9 )!O"r tra)!S• 

Sn..de"ts will be Or\ hand to answer )!o"r q .. esnor\S. 

8 :00 pm Movie. : Sallah Shaban. Jsrae.li F il m Series. Thomas 110, BMC. 

10:15 pm Movie.: Zazie. Dar\s L£ Metro. Three Seasor\s. 

lweDNeSDAY FeB. 13 

\. 

Deadli"e Haverford's applicatior\ to st .. d)! abroad are d .. e toda)!· Appl icatior\s are 

2:30 pm 

3:00 pm 

4 :15 pm 

4 :30 pm 

5 :00 pm 

available. in De.an Mancini's office. 

10-mi""te Walk-i" times at HC Career Developmer\t. k\"til 4:00 pm. 

aass: Doi"@ Yo .. r Res .. me Or\ the Mgc. CDO Re.s .. me. workshop and 

wol'd pf'ocessing e.xpe.rience feqt.o\i,.e.d . "'/.01A. can't P"'t it off fo,.eve.,., 
Make it as painless and professional-looking as possible." Hall 9. 

Tue Psl!cholog)! Department presents a second lect .. re. Sharpless 

A .. ditori .. m. 
L..ct .. re : Bernard Stehle on Jnc .. rgbly Romgr\tic - Reframin@ the Abili!y 

or Disabili!y to Loye, Vis .. al Statements and Verbal Snapshots, a book 

0£ Portraits. Fine Arts Dept. Stokes A .. d. 

Deadline - s .. bmissions for the next Weeki¥ c:; .. ide are d .. e ! 

6 :30 pm 

7:00 pm 

7 115 pm 

7 :30 pm 

9 :00 pm 

9 :00 P"' 

10:15 pm 

THk\RSDAY 
10:00 am 

2 :30 P"' 
4 :00 pm 

4 :30 pm 

5 :00 pm 

8 :00 pm 

8 :00 pm 

8:00 pm 

8:30 pm 

9:30 pm 

10:15 pm 

FRJDAY 
Deadline 

3:00 pm 

4:00 pm 

4 :15 pm 

7 :30 pm 

8 :00 pm 

Cgreers i" the Foreis" Seryic.e: 3oel L..vy on his experier\Ge in the Forei9" 
Service and the Peace Corps. CDO. Chase 104. 

Women's Basketball vs . Albri9ht. Field Ho..-.. 

BMC St..de"t J"vestment Committee. BMC Campi.s Center1 Room 220. 

VM q..estions to M_P6CS6N\'.'e. HC and BMC s+..dents we.I-

come.. 

H .. mar\ Sex .. alif)! Workshop. Pre-re9istratior\ req .. ire.d. 6n9lish Ho..se1 

BMC. 

Me.n's G;ro"'P· c:;.,.s+ 103. 

J"terr\Qtional Sn.dents Association ~ti"9· Women's Center, HC DC 
basement. 

Dorm St..dy Break. Come ~t the candidates for Dorm Reps to Sn..

der\ts' Co .. ncil . 

FeB. 14 Valentine's Day 

Fi~ Day Meeti"g· All are welcome. Meeti"9ho..se . 

10-mini.te. Walk-i" times at BMC Career Development. k\ntil 4 :00 pm. 

Lech.re: Richard Karp1 k\C Berkeley, On-Line Al@orithms Vers11s Of£-
Li"e Al@orithms - How M11c.h is it Worth to Know the F .. t .. re? Comp. 
Sci. Dept. Stokes 104. 

Lech.re: Berr\ard Stehle or\ Twin Lesgcy - Pboto@rgphs and Co"yersg

tior\S with the Children 0£ A .. schwitz. Fine Arts De.pt. Stokes 

A .. ditori .. m. 

Vigil for Peace. Chase 101. Staff, fac. .. lf)!, sh.dents, everyone welcome. 

k\nti l 5 :30 pm. 

Movie : Longtime Compa"ior\, AJDS ServiCL Network. Chase. 104. 

"Sensitive, f.."ny "'ovie abo .. t a gro .. p of friends and the way the)! cope 

with the effects of AJDS on their lives." (1990). 

kd .. re: 3oel Levy on The. Process 0£ Makin@ America" Forei@" Policy. 

Bi-Co Peac... St..die.s. Dorothy Vernon Room, Haffner, BMC. 

BMC Tueate.r De.pt "Common Room Pe.rformanCL" series p•eser\ts ~ 

gnd Sin@in@, by G;ertr .. de Stein. G;oodhart Hall M .. sic. Room. 
Wo.,...en in Math and Science meeting. Jn the Coop. 

Fe.mir\ist Alliance. Short b .. sine.ss meeting . Wome.n's Center, HC Dining 

Center base.men+. 

Movie: s .. b .. rbia - A.K.A. The Wild Side. Three Seasons. 

FeB. 15 

k\niversity of Chicago B .. siness Fellows Program applications are d .. e in 
Steve Watter's office today . 

L..c.t .. re: Richard Karp, k\C Berkeley, on A Ciraph-Theoretic Ciame and 

Jts Application to On-Line Comp .. tation . Comp. Sci . Dept. Stokes 

319. 

S .. pport gro"p for those. who have family members i" the c:; .. lf. For more 

info call David Molr\ar at 645-9956. 

Women in Math and Science. present Sheila Tobias, c.o-fo .. nder of NOW. 
Stokes A .. ditori .. m. 

Liyin@ a"d '"'Celli"@ the Ciood News. Bi-Co Christian Fellowship. wst 
101. All welcome. 

Movie: Star Wars. Three Seasons . 

10:00 pm BMC Theater De.pt "Com"'o" Room Performar\ce." series presents~ 

and Sin@in@, by G;ertr .. de Ste.Ir\. G;oodhart Hall M .. sic Room. 

10:30 P"' Movie: The. empire Strikes Back. Three Seasons. 
SATk\RDAY FeB. 16 

9:00 am 

9:00 am 

9:30 am 

11:00 am 

1 :00 P"' 
2 :00 pm 

8:00 pm 

8 :00 P"' 
8 :00 pm 

10:30 P"' 

Sk\NDAY 
10:30 am 

6 :00pm 

6:30 pm 

9 :00 pm 

Note.: 

Note : 

Note : 

R .. gby Qinic. Field Ho .. se.. 

H .. man Sex .. alif)! Workshop. Pre-re9istration req .. ired. Women's Center 
HC DC basement. 

Anna Howard Shaw Symposi .. m: Women in Slavery a"d Re.cor\str .. ction . 

elizabe.th Fox-G;enove.se.1 emory k\"ive.rsif)!1 on "G;hosts and Memo

ries: Tue L..gacy of Slave.ry in Women's Jmaginings," and Brenda 

elaine. Ste.ve.nson1 k\C Los Angeles, on "'Miss Sarah Ann was .. hf ne. 

woman, even ef she was .. h slave. owner': Fe.male Slaves' c:;...nde.r 

Conventions and Their Convictions abo .. t Slaveholding Women." 

Barbara 3e.anne Fie.Ids, Col .. mbia1 Disc. .. ssant. G;oodhart Hall, BMC. 

BSL Symposi""'' Chase 104. k\ntil 1 :00 pm. 

°P\\iladelphia °P\\ilosophy Consorti,,.m. Common Room. k\ntil 7:00 P"'· 

Sy .... posi .. m c.ontini.es : Nell Jrvi" Painter, Princeton, on NSojo .. rne.r Tr .. th, 
A..to/Bio9raphy of the 6mblematic. Slave. Woman,# and Dre.w G;ilpin 

Fa .. st, k\. Penn., on "Tryi"9 To Do a Ma"'s B .. siness: Lizzie Ne.blett's 

Texas Plantatio" D .. ri"g the Clvil War. N Nellie \'.'vo"ne Mc.Kay, k\. 

Wisc.onsi"' Disc. .. ssant, eric. Foner1 Col .. mbia1 Closi"9 Re~ectioru;. 
G;oodhart Hall, BMC. For more info c.all 526-5170. 

BMC Theater Dept #Cammo" Room Pe.form<U\Ge" series presents~ 
and Sinsins, by c:;...rtr..de Stein. G;oodha..t Hall M...,ic. Room. 

Movie: The Re.fl..rr\ of the 3edi. Three Seasons. 

BMC/HC G;ospel ConCLrt. Marshall _A...ditori .. m. 

Movie: Highlander. Three Seasons. 

FeB. 17 

First Day Meeting. Meetin9 Ho..se. All welcome. 

Wo.,...er\'s Te."nis vs. Al"m"ae. Fie.Id Ho .. se. 

St .. dents' Co .. ncil Meeti"g · Bry" Mawr Room, HC Dini"g Ce"ter . 
Movie: Notorio .. s . Three. Seasons . 

Pe.ace s+ .. dies is sponsoring a workshop/se.mi"ar on "Ne.9 otiation : the 

Jsraeli-Palestinia" Case." from Feb. 25 to March 1. For more info 

and to register contact Prof. Marc. Ross, BMC Poli. Sci . De.pt. 

Jnterr\ational St .. dent JD cards are now available. from Pat Barr, Chase. 

Hall, Room 213. $141 payable by check only. Passport photo 
needed. 

New gro .. p forming at Psychological Services to disc .. ss iss .. es related to 

eating and food. Contact c:; .. y G;lass at 896-1290. 

~ 
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Recession Woes Have Yet to Hit Bryn Mawr 
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The effects of the Recession 

have not yet hit Bryn Mawr but 
there are concerns that the college 
will need to deal with if the 
economic crisis continues, said 
Margaret Healy, Treasurer of the 
College. 

'The most obvious thing about 
the recession is what it means for 
families that have been laid off 
work and particularily children of 
families who have been laid off 
work. The worry that I can't say 
that we are seeing yet is when we 
think about the next class of 
students who would like to come 
here whether they are financially 
unable to come," said Healy. 

Healy said that she was not 

aware of any students who did not 
come back this semester because 
of their parents' financial 
difficulties. 

very high. That means on this 
particular day it does not look like 
the recession has affected the 
college'sendowmentnegatively." 

"The recession also has other Healy said that there was some 

repercussions ============= 
for us in that 
companies are 
not earning what 
they used to earn 
and those of us 
who hold stock 
in the companies 
are not clear as 
to the value of 
that stock. We 
have a lot of our 

The most obvious 
thing about the 

Recession is what it 
means for families 
that have been laid 

off ... 

concern how 
the stock 
market an.d 
investments in 
general affect 
the people who 
give donations 
to the College. 
This year so far 
it hasn't. The 
number of 
stock people 

~~~~~~~~~~~~-

-------------have given to endowment 
invested in the stock market," said 
Healy. 

"Although we were worried 
at the beginningofJanuary because 
the market was going down, it 
ended with the stock market being 

the college has diminished but the 
overall giving has not decreased. 

Bryn Mawr is about to embark: 
on a fund-raising campaign for the 
new science building, among other 
things, that will go on for three 

Quaker Students 
Face the War 

B 
their individual opinions about the 
war, the issue is even more pitched 
for Quaker students and faculty. 
The Religious Society of Friends 
has had a peace testament for three 
hundred years, and that testament 
has led to a moral rejection of war 
in all situations. 

That religious belief is an 
absolute that has never been tested 
formanypeopleinourcommunity. 
But with the reality of war spilling 
in from all sides, many students are 
forced to reconcile their spiritual 
beliefs with their practical opinions. 

. years. If the recession continues, it 
may have "negative effects of fund 
raising," said Healy. 

"One of the clear negatives 
effects of the recession so far has 
been the increase in energy costs. 
We are predicting a 20% increase 
in our energy costs this year," said 
Healy. Bryn Mawr usually relies 
on gas for heating, but there are 
times when oil must be used 

Healy said, "Wehavelostany 
good habits we once had of energy 
conservation. I can't personally 
tum off all the lights on campus 
and shut off all the heat but I feel 
like going out there everyday and 
shutting off lights in rooms thatare 
empty." 

According to Healy, 
becauseBryn Mawr has not felt the 
full impact of the recession, 
"there'sacertain optimism," but if 
the war in the Gulf continues, a 

negative impact will eventually be 
felt. 

Healy said that there were not 
guarantees for keeping Bryn 
Mawr's money safe, but there were 
certain safeguards to take, 
including keeping money in 
different kinds of investments. 
"The college has very diversified 
investments," she said. 

There will be no changes in 
the availability of financial aid, 
said Healy. "The college is 
committed to financial aid. We do 
not have students who get direct 
grants from the government but if 
they suddenly did not, we would 
help. It might make it harder on 
incoming students to receive aid 
but students to whom we have 
already commited to give aid we 
will pick up the difference, " she 
said. 

The war in the Persian Gulf is a 
great concern for most people at 
Haverford, as well as the rest of the 
world. As a community, though, 
there does not seem to be a clear 
stand or majority for or against 
operation Desert Storm. The week 
following winter break, and 
particularly the community-wide 
Collection last Tuesday, gave this 
campus a chance to share opinions 
aboutthewar. Thiscommunication 
among students and faculty 
revealed that there are a wide 
variety of feelings and sentiments 
about what is happening in the 
gulf, and many people were 
surprised by their own conclusions. 

Steve Cary, former President 
ofHaverford College, has achieved 
this balance of practicality and 
faith. From a purely political point 
of view, Cary believes, the United 
States is in the war for bad reasons, 
and that the action represents a 
"distortion of priorities." The U.S. 
is quickly making Saddam Hussein 
a martyr and a hero, and in the 
process being hypocritical with its 

Former Haverford President Steve Cary balances Quaker beliefs with political reason. 

While many members of the 
community may be wrestling with 

-
commentary • • • 

... . . . . . . . . . . 

selective use of principle and 
creating more enemies, Cary said. 
"The war is foolish, politically," 
he said. "We are playing into the 
hands of the fundamentalists, and 
Balkanizing the Middle Easl" 

But even with all of these 
practical reasons for opposition to 
the war, Cary stated that his root 
opposition is still on a religious 
and moral basis. Fundamentally, 
he said, he is working from a 
standpoint of how one deals with 
evil. And his conclusion is that the 
environmental destruction, the loss 
of national treasures, homes, lives, 
and deaths of children that war 
creates are too terrible a price to 
pay. 

Like Cary, some students have 
had an easier time reconciling their 
personal beliefs with their opinions 
about the war. Kwame Nyongo 
was not convinced about the 
necessity of violence. He senses a 
superiority complex by the United 
States over Third World nations 
and the Middle East. He cited an 
importantexampleofthis in Bush's 
(continued on page 12) 
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HEADLINES FROM THE BI-00 NEWS' !ROWVE ROOM 

February a, 1991, 1981, 1951, 1916 
10 YEARS AGO 
Preliminary Haverford Budget Calls for 12.6 Percent 

Hike In Student Costs 
• Tuition to be raised to $9,740 
SGA Cancels Plenary After Registration Falls 
• SGA goes door-to-door after falling 160 short of quorum 

25 YEARS AGO 
Students Fast Against Vietnam War 
• 160 tri-college students participate in eight-day fast 
"Skin Flicks" 
• Haverford Film Series presents two pornographic films 

in Roberts Hall 

40 YEARS AGO 
White Testifies Against Draft In Washington 
• Haverford President believes rearmament to be an 

obstacle to a good peace program 
Haverford Named Notre Dame of American Cricket 
• Ursinus only other college to support a cricket team 

75 YEARS AGO 
Noah H. Swayne, 2nd, Sings for Preston Playground 

Fund 
• Large Audience attends musical in Roberts Hall 
Juniors Enjoy Tea 
• Thank God we have Nintendo 

~ 

Campus Film Series Add 
International Spice of Life 

The Bryn Mawr and Haverford 
communities are regularly exposed 
to a wide variety of cultural 
activities. Many organisations 
sponsor film series as a unique 
way of communicating the art
through-media genre to which we 
all can relate. 

The newest film series to appear 
is the Hebrew Film Series which is 
sponsored by Hillel. Organised by 
Bryn Mawr Sophomore Jennifer 
Kouvant, the film series was 
initially started "as a tool for 
Hebrew students here" owing to a 
marked increase in the introductory 
Hebrew classes. At first intended 
as a chance to reinforce language 
study, according to Kouvant, "more 
and more people were interested in 
[the series] for the culture." 

Kouvant feels that many people's 
view of Israel today is solely what 
the international media presents. 
Since "many people see Israel in 
terms of the Arab\Israeli conflict, 
so many other aspects of [Israeli] 
society [are overshadowed] ." 

Throughout the semester, the 
Hebrew Film Series will show 

various types of films from 
comedies to political dramas. The 
films will be in Hebrew with 
English subtitles. 

In addition to the Hebrew Film 
Series, the Hispanic Students' 
Association will also offer a film 
series this semester. Although 
begun in the Spring of 1990, the 
Hispanic Students' Association 
Film Series will begin thesem~ter 
with a full schedule. 

The film series will include films 
from a wide variety of countries, 
such as Spain, Brazil, Mexico, and 
Argentina. Sophomore Alicia 
Sandoval, organiser of the film 
series along with Junior Evelyn 
Figueroa, hopes that these movies 
will show the students about the 
Latin American community., 
"There are so many movies ou~ 
there and most of us are unaware' 
of them," Sandoval says. These 
movies are meant "to increase our 
awareness of movies [from 
countries] other than Hollywood 
and France." 

Another film series that is 
relatively new is the Russian Film 
Series. The semester schedule will 
include Russian movies with and 
without English subtitles and 
occasionally an English version of 
a Russian novel. Organised by 

Senior Lucy Nicolaysen, the 
purpose of the series is to give 
people the opportunity to just see 
more Russian films. She says it is 
difficult for Russian films to get 
exposure outside of the Soviet 
Union, as very few Russian films 
are featured in foreign film 
festivals. Nicolaysen stressed that 
these Russian films are "definitely 
for the whole campus." 

Mario Cammrota, a graduate 
student who organises the French 
Film Series, feels that, in addition 
to reinforcing the language 
exposure of French students, the 
series is aimed at giving the students 
the chance to see French films. 
While the Wednesday night films 
are all French productions, 
Cammrota is also offering an 
alternative film series on Saturdays 
this semester. These films will not 
be just French productions; there 
will be films from other 
Francophone countries, such as 
Algeria and Senegal, where there 
exists an emerging, as well as firmly 
established film-inaking tradition. 
Cammrota hopes these films will 
give people "an approach to 
[French] culture" with which they 
arenotfamiliar. TheSaturdayfilm 
series will present both English 
subtitled and nonsubtitled films. 

Quaker Students Confront Moral and Political Components of War 
(continued from page 11) 
pledge for a "New World Order." 
Allhough Iraq did not come to 
agreement with the allied coalition, 
Nyongo felt the United States was 
still a little hasty in not allowing 
more than five months for the 
sanctions to work. ''The war has 
started, it's out of our hands. The 
best thing to do is to get it over with 
as soon as possible," he said. 

Nyongo confidently defended 
the role his Quaker principles 
played in his interpretation of the 
conflict He firmly stated that 
"human life is sacred. Everybody 
has the right to live.'' 

Some other Quaker students 
have a more difficult time being so 
absolute in their deliberations about 
the war. Eliot DeSilva, a junior, 
said that it is difficult for him to 
make an all-encompassing 
statement about war in general. He 
has a tendency to feel that such an 
absolutism is naive when people 
are being oppressed, he said. 
However, in this crisis his opinion 
is that the United States should not 
be there. 

But while Eliot is not as 
absolute as Cary or Nyongo in his 
feelings about the war, Quaker 
principles are important 
components in his decision making 

processes and in his values. 
DeSilva cited respect for others 
and non-violence as two Quaker 
values that play significant roles in 
his opinions, as well as the belief 
that God exists everywhere. 

Junior George Rush is tom on 
his opinion about the war. The two 
components of his decision
making process, the moral, or 
religious, component, and political 
realist component, pull him in 
different directions, he said. 

From a Quaker perspective, 
Rush explained, nobody is 
"Godless." Everyone has the 
essence of the light within them. 
This religious perspective is vital, 
because it reaffirms that there is no 
reason to take human life, on any 
level, he said. 

Rush said that politically the 
situation is much less clear to-him. 
He feels there is dehumanization 
on both sides. There is a lack of 
communication and openness. 
Both governments lie and use 
propaganda, Rush said. 

Rush said he feels he has many 
reasons to side with his moral 
judgement. He was raised a 
Quaker, and as a Quaker issue, he 
cannot condone war or violence. 
He has always believed that this 
should not happen. But politically, 

he said he is tom. Hussein is 
impetuous and dangerous, and 
there is a need for him to be stopped, 
Rush said. 

A comment made by Cary at 
the Collection on the war held 
during the week that students 
returned from break influenced 
Rush. Cary said that now, after all 
the abstractions and talking, the 
ideals of peace and non-violence 
are 'going to be tested against 
reality, against areal war. And that 
test can be very, very difficult, 
Cary said. Rush believes this too. 

His conclusion is that the war 
is morally wrong, but he 
acknowledges that for allied forces 
to pull out now would mean 
disaster. "It hasn't hit me close to 
home yet," he said, but as he 
prepared his Conscientious 
Objector materials, he was forced 
to "think about the issue on a 
personal scale." 

Bruce Birchard, the National 
Coordinator of the American 
Friends Service Committee's 
National Disarmament program, 
echoed Rush's conclusions. 
Birchard explained that the AFSC 
supports a cease fire and 
negotiations tied to Iraqi and U.S. 
withdrawal from Kuwait and the 
maintenance of a U.N. 

Peacekeeping Force. Birchard 
explained that policy must stand 
on two feet, faith and practical 
application. He offered Mahatma 
Ghandi's phrase "Pragmatic 
Idealism" as an explanation of 
AFSC's stance, and he continued 
that "our policy must be consistent 
with faith, but we can't take an 
unreasonable position." 

Cary,speakingasanindividual 
viewing the Quaker community as 
a whole, observed that the Friends 
are more united in their opinion 
against this war than against any 
other. Even in Vietnam, Cary 
explained, there was more early 

division in whether or not the war 
was justified. But now, he feels, 
the Society of Friends as a whole is 
sick at heart about this conflict. 

But within each individual, the 
issue needs to be worked out. Each 
person has to decide what they feel 
about the war in the Gulf. 

For non-Quakers, these 
questions can be difficult, and can 
disrupt decisions that were for a 
long time considered certain. But 
for Quakers, the issue reaches 
deeper, into questions of faith and 
morality, and presents a greater 
challenge for the individual to be 
truly honest with themselves. 



Spotlight On: 

Sarah Markley - 40 years at Bryn Mawr 

Most people know this staff 
member by her voice and her al ways
friendly demeanor. Sarah Markley, 
Bryn Mawr's telepone operator, has 
worked at Bryn Mawr for almost 
forty years in the telephone services, 
and literally knows everybody's 
number. 

Markley has access to everything 
and everybody and she tries to "be 
nice to everyone and helpful." 
"People tell me not to tie up the line 
but I don't think there's anything 
more important than helping people, 
" Markley said. 

She has a creed tacked to her 
wall, the rules by which to operate 
the switchboard, and is "very specific 
that everything goes as such." The 
training Markley received in the 
telephone company taught her not to 
repeat things that she hears and she 
still works by those standards. 

Markely has been involved in 
the growth of Bryn Mawr telephone 
services from the beginning. "Bryn 

"Bryn Mawr College. May I help you?" has a/ace attached at last. 
Photo by Dan Marks. 

Mawr had payphones in the halls first, then extensions were put in and there was a two-line switchboard in each 
hall run by bellmaids. The next step was when Bell of Pennsylvania sold phones to the students and then finally 
in 1979 students got phones in their rooms," she explained. 

"The college was always an elegant and terrific place to work," she said. "Working here was a opening to 
a door I never would have been able to open myself." She did not know the students "verbally," as she put it, 
until 1979, and today she doesn't have contact with students the same way as others, but she has always thought 
of them as "giving, friendly, thinking, and concerned." Sire thinks that "President McPherson is the best, as 
was President McBride" and said of herself that she is "is very good at letting students speak." 

The campus has seen many additions during Markley's time here. She was astounded by the gym and 
thought of it as an "Indian teepee." There used to be a residential street where Erdman is now, she said, but it 
was closed when Erdman was built. "Many people complain about Erdman but I've always liked it; it keeps 
in context with the older buildings here." 

The Bi-College News. February 8, 1991. 

this 
week 

at 
collection 

HYLLI 
RUBIN 

OF THE WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL 
LEAGUEFORPEACEANDFREEDOM 

This week at Collection Phyllis Rubin will 
speak on "Building a Peace Movement: 
Issues of Sexism, Racism, and War." 
Many people have talked about 
incorporating the larger issues of society 
into discussions about war and peace: 
What would happen if there were more 
women in the government? Is our army a 
repository for poor minorities, and is it 
another expression of our classism and 
racism? Is the military a heterosexual 
institution? Is war a part of all humans, or 
just a part of the people in power? 
Incorporating these questions into the 
narrow question of war is the only way to 
holistically address a problem that affects 
all aspects of our lives; we need to resist 
the temptation to see the war as "over 
there.". The only way a real peace can be 
forged is if people connect what war truly 
is to themselves and their own experience, 
to personalize the violence and the 
methods used. 
It's time to tie up the signs for peace with 
something stronger than abstractions. 

••••••••••••••••• 

Write a Colomrl ·for Th8 'Bi-C01fege News 
• WAKE N' BAKE!! SPRING • • • • BREAK IN JAMAICA/CANCUN • 
• FROM $459.00! THIS YEAR'S • 
: HOTIEST DESTINATIONS AT : 
• LOW PRICES! DON'T BE LEFT • 
: IN THE COLD! CALL 1-800- : 
• 426-7710! • 

Submissions Due Friday, February 15 at 5 pm. For more information, 
·=·· call Leslie Power at 642-1189. Be Cool--Write a Column. 

·.· 

PARIS 
CELEBRATES 

SUMMER PROGRAM 1991 
Intersession: May 27 - June 14 

Summer Session: June 17 - July 26 

A More than 40 regular 
offerings from the 
University's liberal arts 
curriculum. 

A A three-week French 
language immersion 
program, featuring 
cultural walking lours 
and conversation 
sessions . 

A A short course on 
German unification 
culminating in a live· 
day study trip lo Berlin. 

/lo. Weekend excursions: 
Normandy, Champagne, 
Loire Valley chateaux, 
and Giverny. 

Send for our 1991 Summer Program Brochure: 
The American University ol Paris 
Summer Programs U.S. Office 
80 East t llh Street. Suite 434 New York, New York 10003 
Tel. (212) 677- 4870 Fax. (212) 475-5205 

A Seminar tours on France 
and the European 
Community with New 
York University, !he 
University of Texas, the 
University of New 
Hampshire • lnterhostel, 
the United Federation of 
Teachers. 

THE 
AMERICAN 
UNIVERSITY 
OF PARIS 

••••••••••••••••• 

LIVE AND WORK IN AN ISRAELI COMMUNITY. 
HUST SPEAK HEBREW AND HAVE EXPERIENCE 

WORKING WITH CHILDREN. 

AIRFARE AND HOUSING 
SUBSIDIZED!!! 

FOR HORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
PROJECT RENEWAL PROGRAM 

HILLEL OF GREATER PHILADELPHIA 
202 S. 36TH ST.~ 3RD FLOOR 

OR CALL DANA AT 898-8265 
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s ·emSster in Moscow 
Brings New Perspectives 
to Bryn Mawr.Students 

E3 
A number of students at Bryn 

Mawr had the opportunity to spend 
a semester studying in the Soviet 
Union. Sponsored by the 
American Council of Teachers of 
Russian, the students were sent to 
various schools in Moscow. 

As many of these students 
were Bryn Mawr Russian majors, 
it is no surprise that the main 
impetus to go to the 
Soviet Union for a 
semester was to 
improve their 
language skills. 

Molly Daven
port, a Bryn Mawr 
Senior and Russian 
major who studied at 
the Maurice Thorez 
Institute of Foreign 
Languages, found that 
the living experience 
in the Soviet Union is 
nothing a foreigner 
can learn about 
anywhere else. 

Discussing the 
present situation in 
Moscow, Davenport 
stated that the 
" material life is pretty bad" and 
she sees it getting worse." There is 
a marked difference from two years 
ago." SimpleitemsthatWestemers 
take for granted, such as flour and 
sugar, are presently being rationed, 
if they can be located at all. At one 
point no milk could be found in 
Moscow for two weeks. 

Being a foreigner essentially 
made life easier, according to 
Senior Moira Sutherland, another 
Russian major who studied at the 
Energy Institute last semester. The 
stipends that the students were 
given and the foreign currency they 
arrived with enabled them to afford 
the astoundingly high prices for 
basic goods. 

Davenport found finding food 
to be "an ordeal." 

Junior Debbie Berns had 
known since her first year at Bryn 
Mawr that she wanted to be a 
Russian major. Spending an 
extended period of time in the 
Soviet Union is an essential part to 
Berns' committment to pursuing a 
career dealing with the Soviet 
Union. 

"The best way to go to the 
Soviet Union was as a student," 
said Berns. Travelling to the Soviet 
Union as a student, according to 
Berns, makes one feel "compelled 
to live the life of a Soviet." 

The actual experience of 
living in the Soviet Union allows 
a glimpse into the political 
atmosphereof thecountry'scapital 
city. Soviets, both young and old 
fi nd the present situation 
"confusing." Sutherland found 
support for the government evenly 
mixed. WhilesomeSovietcitizens 
suppported Gorbachev, some 
people are hoping for a new Stalin 

or tsar. 
Berns found that the younger 

generations were disillusioned 
about the potential and success of 
socialism and perestroika in the 
nineties. The older generations, 
according to Berns, felt "more 
committed to the system" as it is 
what they have had to live through. 

The Soviet citizens that 
Davenport met were basically 
"confusedandunsureaboutwhat's 
going to happen tomorrow," she 
said. 

Many Soviets felt very 
uninformed. Almost no media 

coverage was given to the 
continuing conflict involving the 
Baltics. 

Davenport, Sutherland, and 
Berns all encountered many 
Soviets who were, according to 
Berns, "really willing to be your 
friend" The Soviets just wanted to 
talk to foreigners; there existed a 
strong "mutual curiousity" 
between the Soviets and American 
students. Davenport found the 
Soviets she met to be "iocredibly 
hospitable." 

All three found the Soviets 
very interested in Americans. 

"The Soviets are both 
enamored of the West and are 
hesitant [about adopting a 
Capitalist system)," said 
Davenport. While many Soviets 
want Western products, Davenport 
never felt any pressures from her 
Soviet friends for material goods. 

Berns thinks that the Soviets 
she met are "definitely pro
American;" but they were not very 
concerned with the disadvantages 
and hardships of living under the 
American system. 

According to Sutherland, the 
Soviets seem to think that the 

United States is "the land of hope 
and glory. [They believe in] the 
old-fashioned American ideal." It 
was difficult to convince the 
Soviets that the United States was 
not what they imagine it to be. 

After the semester, the 
students each returned to the United 
States with similar as well as 
varying experiences. "It is very 
good for an American to go to the 
Soviet Union," said Sutherland. 
''The Soviets have a different 
mindset and we must see that these 
people are people and not the 
enemy." 
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Haverford Looks Back To 
Financial Crisis of 1960s 

E:!I 
The impending recession has 

brought up some new concerns 
about the financial situation of both 
Haverford and Bryn Mawr. Bryn 
Mawr is still in good shape, [see 
"Recession Woes Have Yet to Hit 
Bryn Mawr," page 11] but the 
recession is still very young. From 
Haverford' s perspective, looking 
back on the past economic 
problems might offer important 
warnings for the difficult times to 
come. 

In "A Financial History of 
Haverford College, 1960to 1987," 
a report prepared by Haverford vice 
president for F inance and 
administration G. Richard Wynn, 
the financial troubles of Haverford 
are traced through the distress of 
the 1960s, and then into the 
recovery '80s. 

Haverford in the 1960s was an 
expensive and well-endowed 
college, where tuition and 
endowmentrevenues were roughly 
equal. But in the late 1960s and 
early '70s, Haverford ran a series 
of massive deficits (which were 
called, at the time, "advances") 
that were financed by spending 
endowment principle. 
$10,000,000 of endowment 
principle was spent between 1%7 
and 1979, according to the report. 

That spending has had a long-term 
effect on the college. In 1960, 
Haverford had twice as much 
endowm~nt revenue per student as 
Swarthmore; in 1986, Haverford 
had one-third the endowment 
revenue per student of Swarthmore. 

It has been said that 
construction and renovation on 
campuses is a sign of strength for 
colleges, and both Bryn Mawr and 
Haverford are in the midst of very 
ambitious building plans. Over the 
next three years Haverford is 
planning to build an extension on 
the Sharpless building, to refurbish 
HP A, and to build a new student 
center. The college has taken out a 
$20 million loan to fund the 
construction. 

The lesson to be taken from 
these past difficulties is the 
sacrosanctity of endowment funds. 
The long-term rebuilding of 
endowment capital is far more 
difficult than the short-term 
benefits of spending the money. 
The current administration is well 
aware of this, and has appropriate 
caution about spending over the 
abilities of the college. 

But with the recession 
approaching, we need to keep 
repeating that lesson softly to 
ourselves, for as interest on our 
investment shrinks and tuition 
revenues are harder to come by, 
that endowment money will 
become much more attractive. 

Bring your transcripts to 21st Century Sound at 
846 Lancaster Avenue in Bryn Mawr. For every 
4.0 or 3. 7 you get, you will also get two dollars off 
any regular-priced CD. For any 3.3, 3.0, or 2.7, 
you will get one dollar off. You can pick from any 
titie in the store, but you may also pick from 
Dianne's Top Ten of 1990: 

Concrete Blonde- Bloodletting 
Eric Johnson- Ahvia Musicom 
Midnight Oil- Blue Sky Mining 
Sinead O'Connor- I Do Not Want What I Haven't 
Got 
Prince- Graffiti Bridge 
Twin Peaks- Soundtrack 
Eno/Cale- Wrong Way Up 
Billy Bragg- Internationale 
Paul Simon- Rhythm of the Saints 
Peter Gabriel- "Here Comes the 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Flood 1990" (song) _ ..._.. 

L---------------~---~ 
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WE CAN DO THE 
IMPOSSIBLE 

AND WE WANT TO SHOW YOU 
HOW. 

THE FEATURES SECTION OF THE Bl-COLLEGE 
NEWS IS LOOKING FOR COLUMNISTS, 
REPORTERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS. IF 
YOU THINK YOU'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES 
(AND IT REALLY DOESN'T TAKE ALL THAT 
MUCH), COME TO A HAVERFORD MEETING, 
MONDAY NIGHTSAT6 P.M. INTHE SUNKEN 
LOUNGE, OR A BRYN MAWR MEETING, 

SUNDAY NIGHTSAT9 P.M. 
IN RHOADS SOUTH 217. 
"IT'S EASY, FAST AND 
FREE!" 

Press vs. Government to Win Access to the Prime Time War 
(continued from page 16) 
Gulf. Understandably, many 
reporters find these to be too few in 
number and not revealing enough. 
Attempts to avert a Vietnam-like 
situation where reporters 
scrambled for the scoop at the risk 
of both their own lives and of the 
military's confidence have not 

Arnett, John Holliman, and 
Bernard Shaw brought continuous 
live reports from the heart of Iraq 
even as the bombs were falling 
around them. CNN reports would 
continue until the Iraqis cut the 
broadcast for over 16 hours after 
the start of the war. (Eventually, 
the cable network not only resumed 

been fully 
successful. It 
has been more 
than three 
weeks since 
the abandoned 
jeep of the 
unescorted 
CBS News 
correspondent 
Bob Simon 
and his three
man crew was 
found near the 
Saudi
Kuwaiti 
border. 

Attempts to avert 
a Vietnam-like 

a u d i o 
transmissions, 
but also 
managed to 
resume video as 
well, including 
footage of bomb 
damage in 
Baghdad and an 
interview with 
Iraqi President 
Sadaam 

situation where 
reporters 

scrambled for the 
scoop ... have not 

been fully 
successful 

Hussein; all 
reports are 
subject to Iraqi 
censors.) CNN's 
incredible 24-

Cen.uship 
notwithstanding, the outbreak of 
war in the Gulf has seen some 
remarkable coverage and response 
from televisior1. When Operation 
Desert Shield became Operation 
Desert Storm on January 16, ABC 
took the lead in quality network 
coverage with the first reports of 
anti-aircraft fire in Baghdad, and 
fully ten minutes had passed before 
either CBS or NBC got their acts 
together on the breaking story. 
CNN, meanwhile, proved itself as 
a leader in television news and 
scored the major coup of the 
evening by broadcasting live 
telephone reports from Baghdad 
even after the other networks had 
lost their audio connection. By 
grace of special phone lines 
allowed by the Iraqis, CNN' s Peter 

hour coverage 
drew record audiences for the 
network, and has reportedly been 
the monitoring gauge of breaking 
events in the Gulf for world leaders 
and civilians worldwide; Saddam 
Hussein and his staff have been 
paying close attention to CNN's 
reports, and the morning after the 
operation began, the Chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General 
Colin Powell, quipped that what 
he knew about the most recent 
Gulf developments came from 
watching CNN. In the meantime, 
Iraqi television has shown 
persistence and the Iraqis are 
sending footage of damage to their 
cities as quickly as they can. 

Of the broadcast networks, 
ABC's coverage, led by Peter 

Jennings and Ted Koppel, seemed 
best able to sort throughthe 
continual flow of information and 
successfully separate the factual 
from the speculative. ABC was 
also the first to broadcast the 
awesome footage of the anti
aircraft illuminatedBaghdad sky 
during the first night of Allied air 
raids, using an ABC cameraman's 
recorded video smuggled out of 
Iraq in the underpants of a British 
camera man. NBC, led by Tom 
Brokaw, provided adequate 
coverage in those early days of the 
war, and on at least one occasion 
was the first with reports of Scud 
missile attacks on Israel. Dan 
Rather and CBS seemed to falter 
with their live coverage, relying 
too much on melodramatic 
theatrics and "expert" analysis. All 
of the news programs, both at the 
local and national level, made the 
first days of the war a veritable 
boon for retired generals and other 
assorted military and regional 
specialists, each of whom was 
quick to provide an opinion and 
analysis of the situation as well as 
speculation as to what may lie 
ahead. 

Television viewing habits were 
certainly altered with the outbreak 
of war, and people were glued to 
their screens in the home, mall, or 
workplace. When war broke out, 
entertainment programs were 
cancelled on the major networks, 
and many independent stations pre
empted their usual fare in favor of 
picking up CNN's temporarily 
scramble-free transmission. On the 
firsteveningofwar,over60million 
viewers watched ABC, CBS, and 
NBC combined, and President 
Bush's speech addressing the 

nation on the onset of Desert Storm 
was seen in a record-breaking 71.5 
million households. 

For now, television has 

to the comedy "Major Dad," recent 
and future episodes of which will 
refer to the war and examine the 
tensions and reactions of state-side 

resumed some semblance of Marines and their families . 
normalcy, with regular 
entertainment programming 
proceeding as though all were 
status quo. But even here, one 
cannot escape from the war. As 
major events occur, a live reports 

Viewing this war live, as events 
are unfolding nearly half a world 
away, has made for a new style of 
television journalism that is both 
captivating and effective. Apart 
from the chaos of live reports 

coming in from will break into 
the regular 
broadcasts. 
Hourly GulfW ar 
updates are now 

The first days of 
the war almost 

~e;~~ n;~:~ seemed tailored 

various sources 
and the possibility 
of error inherent in 
live TV, the first 
days of the war 
almost seemed 
tailored for prime
time television. 
There has been a 
surreal quality to 
this antiseptic war 

and even PBS. 
The network 
evening 
newscasts were 
expanded to one 

for prime-time 
television 

hour for a time, and they may return 
to that length again should there be 
new developments and the pace of 
actionquicken. ABC's"Nightline" 
and CBS' "America Tonight" are 
both ready with the late-night 
updates on the situation. Local and 
national news programs have 
covered all possible aspects of the 
war's effects and influence here 
"on the home front," covering 
everything from the peace 
demonstrations to the grieving 
widow of a Marine killed in battle. 

coverage, at times seeming like a 
dramatic mini-series whose ending 
has yet to be written. The networks 
have even provided their own titles 
to this mini-series- the Gulf War 
(ABC), War in the Gulf (CBS), 
America at War (NBC) - and 
each has its own foreboding 
musical score and stunning 
graphics to promote this venture 
(CBS is the clear winner in this 
respect). However, with the war 
more than three weeks along, it is 
obvious that this event is not a 

ABC has already broadcast a mini-series. Sitting in one's own 
program aimed at answering home and hearing air-raid sirens 
children'squestionsaboutthewar, blaring in Tel Aviv, Dhahran, or 
and NBC and Nickelodeon have Riyadh; seeing the images of 
alsoplannedsimilarprogramming. television crews struggling with 
And there are signs everywhere gas masks, and of Patriot missiles 
that entertainment shows are destroying Iraqi Scud missiles in 
reflecting the Gulf crisis as well, fiery red explosions against the 
fromJohnnyCarson'smonologue black sky, point to the unsettling 
and Saturday Night Live' s parodies realities of modem televised war. 
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THE 

CD 
REVIEW OF THE 

WEEK 
BY JEFF SYMONDS 

I got into a big fight the other 
night with Dave- you all know 
Dave- about the CD Box craze. 
I'm a supporter, 'cause I'm tired of 
buying crummy sounding bootlegs 
to get those rare tracks of my 
favorites. I admit, some may be 
unnecessary (hello, Bee Gees), but 
some have been worthwhile both 
for historical 
purposes. 

However, 
organization is 

and listening 

packing and 
a key to these 

containing Peter Tosh, are right on 
top of their seductive groove, and 
so the middle 45 minutes of the 
disc pulsate and rock with urgent 
and primal energy. 

Unfortunately, the music is 
broken up by snippets ofBob being 
interviewed by Jamaican radio, and 
these 60 second blurbs are hardly 
enlightening, and hard-pressed to 
find any energy at all. A typical 
entry is something like "Music, 
man .. .I play the MUSIC! Man." 
This just detracts from the music, 
and by the tenth song, is damn 

BOB MARLEY AND 
THE WAILERS 
TALKIN' BLUES 

reissues, and a poor packaging job 
can mess up a potentially great 
disc. This is what has happened to 
Bob Marley's single-disc release 
Talkin' Blues, the latest scouring 
of Marley's unreleased material. 

The bulk of the set comprises a 
live-in-the-studio concert in San 
Francisco in 1973, from Marley's 
first U.S. tour. The sound is great, 

annoying. Marley seems to have 
been a wonderfully sweet man, but 
he was certainly out of it that night, 
as his mumbling responses reveal. 

So if you 're a Marley fan, you 
can program out those snippets 
and concentrate on the meat of the 
disc. However, if you just want the 
essential Marley in your collection, 
start with Legend and Live! and 

21 ST CENTURY SOUND, 
525-7173, IS LOCATED 
AT 846 LANCASTER 
AVENUE IN BRYN MAWR. 

as is the performance. Seven of the 
eleven tunes come from this set, 
taken mostly from Catch A Fire 
andBurnin' . Thesetalsocontains 
two remakes of Natty Dread tunes 
(including the title cut), a work-in
progressdemocalled "Am-a-Do," 
and "I Shot The Sheriff' from the 
legendary Lyceum concerts of 
1975. 

Marley is so far above all other 
reggae that this set would be hard
pressed not to include great music, 
and it does. The live cuts are in 
many cases spellbinding , 
especially "Bumin' and Lootin' ," 
featuring a blistering organ solo. 
The Wailers, a t this point 

work from there. For these talkin' 
blues, though captivating atpoiilts, 
are available in equally exciting 
(and uninterrupted) versions on the 
earlyLP's. I'mgladBobisgetting 
the attention he deserves, but I 
wish more care was taken. As Bob 
says himself, "I communicate 
through music" - not a bunch of 
rambling "talkin' ." 

Jeff Symonds is a Haverf ordSenior 
whose 15 autobiographical 
spoken-word CD set will be coming 
out around the same time as the 
new Guns and Roses set. 
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Da,nce Alloy Satiates 
Audience with Movement 

BY LEIGH ROCKEY 

The movements of 
contemporary dance sometimes 
beg for the fulfillment of a quasi
jazz step or the completion of a 
thwarted balletic leap. 

That's when the dance is bad. 
Contemporary dance can also 

pull the heritage of jazz, ballet, 
modem, folk, etc. into an original 
art form that satiates motion. 

Pittsburgh's Dance Alloy 
presented examples of what makes 
thiscentury's contribution to dance 
so good and so bad. Truthfully, 
the performance of four out the 
five dances achieved the form and 
conceptual heights the Pittsburgh 
troupe desired. The Swarthmore 
Pearson Hall Theatre audience 
lovedtheFeb. loffering. Asecond 
show on Feb. 8 at 8 pm combines 
the Alloy dancers with special 
guests from a Swarthmore 
elementary school. A resident 
company of Pittsburgh, as well as 
an integral part of The Carnegie, 
the Dance Alloy teaches and 
performs at home and on tour. 
The performing ranks consist of 
three women and three men: Will 
Anderson Brown, RobertJ. Kamp, 
Erica Yvonne Kaufman, Douglas 
Miklos, Patricia Plascak, and Ellen 
Ressler. Choreographers vary, 
indicating the Alloy's hope to 

Television 

express a spectrum of 
contemporary dance 
interpretations. 

Interestingly, the only piece that 
failed this reviewer included four 
of the dancers. The first dance 
after the intermission, titled 
"Blanca," a 1983 arrangement by 
Caitlin Cobb, didn't comment on 
repressed everyday sexuality as it 
wanted to. Centered around white 
bed sheets as, well, white bed 
sheets, the piece had the dancers 
throwing sheets, folding sheets, 
straightening sheets, rolling around 
on sheets, and speaking Italian. 
Speaking Italian? While the four 
performers communicated 
physically "under the sheets", they 
also spoke to the audience in a 
sexy, pleading language that 
sounded like Italian. At any rate, 
the mobile antics teased the 
onlookers a bit too much and left 
the audience wanting the 
fulfillment mentioned above. 

The wonderful finale of the 
performance, "In Our Own Image" 
by Jerry Pearson, invited spectators 
to imagine themselves dancing 
along. 

Though the music represented 
various original composers, for all 
but one of the pieces it repeated 
melody-less polyphony that if 
unaccompanied by dance would 

drive a listener to distraction. 
"Dumbarton Oaks," the opening 
Concerto in E minor for Chamber 
Orchestra by Igor Stravinsky, 
offered the only classical music 
on theprogram. ButasStravinsky 
fans know, the work dido 't detract 
from the discordant nature of 
contemporary dance' s usual 
musical fare. 

One particularly odd 
amalgamation of danceand music 
occurred in the third piece called 
"Weather" by David Gordon, part 
of a larger work by him. 
Combining weather reports, a 
blues lamentation of an ice storm, 
and the like, the dance entertained 
andamused. Theclimaxinvolved 
an exact interpretation of a 
suspenseful story about a family 
caught in a debris flow. 

As far as costuming and 
lighting effects, the colors and 
lines were sparse and convenient 
to showing off the movement of 
the dancers' bodies. Noteworthy 
applications of lighting design in 
the first and last dances created a 
sense of completion for the 
audience. In "Dumbarton Oaks," 
human bodies moved in and out 
of a line of light, while the finale 
"In Our Own Image" used sticks 
andballsdancinginandoutofthe 
same light. 

Coverage of the War 
BY MELISSA J. PERENSON 

Atapproximately6:40p.m.on 
January 16, 1991, when the first 
Allied Coalition bombing raids 
began over Baghdad, Peter 
Jennings interrupted the ABC 
Nightly News' pre-recorded piece 
with a live telephone report, direct 
from the Al-Rashid hotel in 
Baghdad. And thus the flurry of 
Persian Gulf crisis media coverage, 
which had built up to a frenzy in 
the days and hours leading up to 
the United Nations' January 15 
deadline, reached an 
unprecedented pinnacle of more 
than forty hours of round-the-clock 
cable and network news coverage 
of the world's first live war. 

Anticipating a breaking story 
in the Middle East, an excess of 
700printand television journalists 
from around the world positioned 
themselves in Saudi Arabia alone, 
and scores more are currently 
stationed in other key regional 
points, including Amman, Tel 
Aviv, Jerusalem, and Cairo. Even 
Baghdad was crawling with foreign 
journalists and TV correspondents 
until the day after the bombing 
commenced, at which point all 
foreign press left the Iraqi capital 
for the safety of Jordan. The sole 
exception was CNN' s veteran war 
correspondent Peter Arnett, who 
for the early weeks would remain 
the only Western reporter in 

Baghdad, despite criticism that the 
Iraqis were manipulating his 
reports. At press time, at least one 
other Westerner, Brent Sadler of 
Britain's I1N television network, 
had returned to reporting from 
inside Iraqi territory. 

Yet despite the massive media 
presence, solid and concrete 
information is limited and slow in 
coming. President Bush has 
apparently succeeded in enforcing 
his assertion that this war will not 
be another Vietnam. During the 
Vietnam War, reporters had free 
reign of the battle and could pursue 
the story of the fighting as far as 
they personally dared. The limiting 
factor was the time delay, for film 
first had to be brought to Saigon 
and then shipped to Hong Kong 
before satellites could bring the 
images back to the States. It could 
be several days after the event by 
the time the footage would reach 
television. 

In contrast, in this era of 
portable satellites with attached 
cameras and highly advanced 
telecommunications capabilities, it 
is certainly conceivable that live 
video from the front lines of war 
theater could be transmitted to 
living rooms in the United States. 
However, in most instances, what 
the video viewers will see are 
broadcasts (excluding the live 
reports filed between anchor and 
correspondent) that are strictly 

controlled by the American 
military, which reviews and 
censors all reports coming out of 
Saudi Arabia. Since Israel has also 
followed suit with a tight censoring 
of all video and information, it is 
not uncommon for war video to 
carry the disclaimer "cleared by 
U.S./ Israeli censors." 

The military has also restricted 
reporter access to sites and military 
personnel, and has organized a pool 
system through which a group of 
reporters is allowed to tape or 
record the story, and then shares its 
reports with colleagues left behind 
at the Dhahran hotel. This pool 
system is frustrating to both print 
and broadcast reporters and is 
tainting the credibility of reports, 
some of which have been accused 
of carrying a pro-Allies slant. The 
limited outgoing video 
opportunities (and severed video 
links from Baghdad and 
occasionally Israel) has forced the 
networks to rely heavily on 
combined graphic maps and audio 
reports which effectively recall the 
days of radio broadcasts ' 
prominence. 

In addition, the military is 
controlling the release of all 
information regarding the progress 
of the war, and has arranged for 
briefings in both Saudi Arabia and 
Washington to bring the press up 
to speed on events occurring in the 
(Continued on page 15) 
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INTERNATioNAl Book BAg 
Compiled by Sona Chong 

Yuko Tsusbima 
Woman Running in the 
Moun rains 
Translated from the Japanese, 
this novel portrays the story of 
Takiko, a young woman who 

becomes 
pregnant in 
Japan and 
decides to have 
the baby 
although she 
isn't married. 
Living at home, 
where she must 
physically battle 
her alcoholic 
father and 
verbally battle 
her mother who 
toils to support 

the household, Takiko is 
symbolic of a new generation of 
young Japanese who must forge 
its own modem values. 

Boris Pasternak 
Doctor Zhivago 
This timeless classic, one of the 
best selling novels of all time, 
evokes the life and loves of poet
physician Zhivago during the 
turmoil of the Russian 
revolution. 

Wole Soyinka 
The Essential Soyinka 
This book attests 
to theAfrican 
writer Soyinka's 
breadth of 
talents, which 
earned him a 
Nobel Prize for 
Literaturein 
1986. Collected 
here are four of 
his most 
important plays, including The 
Road and Death and the King's 
Horsemen and a gathering of his 
poetry, collection of essays and 
more. 

Pier Paolo Pasolini 
A Violent Life 
Translated from the Italian by 
William Weaver, the novel tells 
of Tommaso Puzzilli, a young 
street hood born of the slums 
and shanty towns surrounding 
Rome. While Tommaso is wily, 
resourceful, and brutal and 
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resorts to crime and prostitution to 
get what he wants, he eventually 
emerges as a figure of unexpected 
nobility when a flood ravages the 
slums and he sacrifices himself to 
save the inhabitants. 

Juan Carlos Onetti 
Body Snatcher 
Translated from the Spanish, 
Carolos Onetti , the last unheraled 
great writer of the Boom of Latin 
American fiction that brought 
Gacia Marquez, Vargas Llosa, 
Fuentes and others, spins a 
masterful tale of a 
sordid society set 
in Sanata Maria, a 
fictional town on 
the banks of the 
River Plate. Body 
Snatcher is a 
tragicomic novel 
of grotesque 
ideals and lost 
illusions 
conceived in the 
gothic sobriety of 
the Faulknerian 
tradition. 

Claude Simon 
The Acacia 
This novel is originally written in 
French by Claude Simon, a Nobel 
Prize-winner who lives on his 
ancestral estate in the south of 
France. The Acacia traces a young 
boy's search with his mother for 
the grave of his soldier father who 
was killed during the first World 
War. When he 
comes of age, he 
too must serve his 
time as a soldier 
as his father and 1 

grandfather had , 
done before him. 

are 
together to 
confront the 
continuing scourge of human 
aggression and destruction. 

Feng Jicai 
Voices from the WhirlwilliUAn 
Oral History of the Cultural 
Revolution) 
From one of China's leading writers 

Comedian Hazelle Goodman performed in Goodhart last weekend. 

of fiction and non
fiction comes 
fourteen intensely 
compelling, 
starkly candid 
first-person 
accounts of life 
during China's 
Cultural 

tRevolution, in 
_,,_.,,,,., ... which countless 

innocent citizens 
were ostracized, 

exiled or killed in the name of 
ideological purity. 

Giuseppe di Lam pedusa 
The Leopard 
Arguably the greatest Italian work 
of literature in the 20th century, 
The Leooard tells the story of a 
decadent, dying Sicilian prince, 
Don Fabrizio who is threatened 
by the approaching forces of 
democracy and revolution. 

Adina Blady Szwajger 
I Remember Nothing More 
Afterthe fall of Warsaw in 1939, 
Adina Szwajger, then a twenty 
year old medical student, worked 
in the Jewish ghetto children's 

hospital, in the 
shadow of death 

mifil1•111111• camps and under 
nightmarish 
conditions. This 
book is a first
account narrative 
of the dark years 
of the Nazi 
genocide in which 

~~~~~ Dr. Szwajger was 
smuggled out of 
the ghetto to live 
and participate in 

the Jewish resistance culminating 
in the Ghetto Uprising of 1943 
and the Warsaw Uprising in 1944. 

David Malouf / 
The Great World 
David Malouf, one of Australia's 
premier writers of fiction has 
written his most ambitious and 
accomplished novel which is at 
once an epic of war and an 
affecting story of the 
uncomfortable friendship 
between two incompatible men 
who meet as POW's. 

BY RUTH HENSON 

Following Friday night's 
Candle Lighting Ceremony, Black 
History Month was kicked off this 
Saturday night with a performance 
by Hazelle Goodman. Sponsored 
by the Social Committee and 
Student Activities, Hazelle 
Goodman performed for an hour 
for the students in Goodhart 
Auditorium. Goodman has been 
compared to Bill Cosby, Eddie 
Murphy, Lily Tomlin, and 
especially Whoopi Goldberg 
because of her combination of 
comedy and drama. Using a variety 
of different characters who are 
alternately humourous and 
saddening, Goodman showed the 
audience an evening of talented 
and thought-provoking 
entertainment 
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Madeline Cantor, pictured above, is among the faculty members who 
will perform in the F acuity Dance Concen on Friday, February 15 at 7 ;30 in 
Goodhart Theater. This annual performance provides an opportunity for the 
bi-College community to sample the work of the professional dancers and 
choreographers who make up the Bryn Mawr College Dance Program. 

The Grifters' slice of 
life is worth tasting 

BY ROBB BARRY 

There seems to exist an innate 
human desire to find someone 
whom you can trust. For most 
people in general, a bond between 
two people based on trust can be a 
mutually fulfilling and comforting 
experience. However, there are 
those who survive by resisting 
this universal human inclination 
and using their abilities to 
manipulate trust. They learn that 
inordertosurvive, theonlyperson 
they can really count on is 
themselves or else they risk losing 
money, a companion, or their lives. 
These individuals lead a life in 
which one must always sleep with 
one eye open. They lead the life of 
the grifter. 

The Grifters, directed by 
Stephen Frears and produced by 
the great Martin Scorsese, is a 
quality motion picture based on 
Jim Thompson's 1963 novel. It 
provides the viewer with a look 
into the life of professional con 
artists, or grifters. The central 
character is Roy, played by John 
Cusack, who leaves home at an 
early age to become a grifter. His 
mother Lily, played by Anjelica 
Huston, is also a seasoned con 
artist playing the horses and defll y 
stealing winnings from her"boss." 
When she visits her son for the 
first time in eight years with the 
purpose of opposing his 
association with his girlfriend 
Myra (Annette Benning), the 
threesome decide to pool their 

talents. An infamous tno is created, 
with each of the mem hers bringing 
a unique perspective to the sketch 
of the grifters' life. 

What appealed to me was the 
film 's unconventionality in its 
desire to avoid a typical plot 
development by simply providing 
asliceof the lives of these deviants 
of society. But those who don't 
appreciate a few loose ends and 
the lack of a predictable 
Hollywood momentum that builds 
Lo a "police chase" finale may find 
the film a bit disappointing. I 
would have liked to have seen the 
character of the old man who 
teaches Roy everything he knows 
more fully developed and having a 
more significant role. Also, I felt 
the film's failure to explore 
Cusack's and Huston's oedipal 
tendencies also inhibited its 
strength. 

Both Cusack and Huston did 
an admirable job with their 
somewhat challenging roles. The 
offbeat but appropriate lighting and 
soundtrack both contribute to the 
film·s polish. Again, those who 
may be looking for mere 
entertainment may choose to take 
issue with this mise-en-scene. 
Finally, it is debatable as to whether 
the use of full frontal nudity was 
necessary or even appropriate to 
the production. 

Generally, I found the picture 
to be artistically unique, although 
a weak plot and strange, 
psychological tendencies of the 
protagonists hindered its appeal. 
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Feb. 11: BALLET HISP ANICO 
See the nation's pre-eminent Hispanic-American dance company. 
Feb. 13-16: TORONTO DANCE THEATER 
This internationally renowned company will perform the works of 
choreographer Chistopher House. 
Annenberg Center, 3680 Walnut, UPenn(Call 896-6791) 

Through March 3: HAMLET directed by Aaron Posner 
Arden Theater Company, 10th & Ludlow, (Call 829-8900) 

Feb. 25 at 8pm: MASTERWORKS OF MUSIC SERIES 
Enjoy the Philadelphia premiere of Johann Christoph Friedrich 
Bach's Sinfonia No. 3 in D Minor, Harold Boatrite'sPassacagliafor 
String Orchestra and Ivar Dagwiren's Serenade f or Strings, Op.11. 

Feb. 16- March 24: STEEL MAGNOLIAS by Robert Harling. 
You'll be captivated and touched by the joys and heartaches shared 
by six southern women at Ms. Truvy's beauty parlor. 

Open run: GREATER TUNA 
The hit comedy about small town America in which four actors play 
20 townspeople, male and female, in this clever, affectionate satire 
set in the fictional town of Tuna, Texas. Tues. -Sat. at 8pm; Weds, 
Sat, & Sun at 2pm. 

Walnut Street Theater, 9th & Walnut, Call 574-3550 

Feb. 6-9: WHARTON FOLLIES presented by the Wharton School 
Performances at 6 and 9pm. 

Feb. 21-23: TWITCH LIMIT DANCE THEATER in BEDDING 
DOWN WITH BEV, BACK TO ME and THE RITE OF SPRING 
CLEANING. A provocative exploration of movement, speech and 
poetry. Performs Thurs. at 7pm, Fri. & Sat. at 8pm. 

MTI Tabernacle Theater, 37th & Chestnut, Call 382-0606. 

Feb. 13-17, 21-24: NOTHING SACRED by George'F. Walker 
Loosely based on characters and events depicted in Turgenev's 
Fathers and Sons, this new Canadian play pits tradition against 
revolution, convention against novelty, and love against politics in 
1859 Russia. 
Villanova Theater, Call 645-7474. 

FEBRUARY SCHEDULF./ PHILADELPHIA ORCHES1RA 
Feb. 15, 16, 19: Klaus Tennstedt conducting. 
Feb. 21, 22, 23, 26: Klaus Tennstedt conducting, Shlomo Mintz, 
violin. 
Feb. 28: Kurt Masur conducting; Emanuel Ax, piano. 
Perfonnances at 8pm. Academy of Music, Broad & Locust, Call 
893-1930. 

Feb. 15 at 8pm: NEW MUSIC FROM ASIA 
Featuring the Music of Fred Ho, Somei Satoh, Ge Gan Ru & Lo~ 
Harrison 

Philadelphia Ethical Society, 1906 Rittenhouse Square, Call 963-
0345 

Feb. 17 at 3 pm: RUSSIAN CELLIST SEMYON FRIDMAN 
Tri-County Concerts' 50th Anniversary Emerging Artist Series will 
continue with Russian cellist Semyon Fridman in a program including 
Beethoven, Brahms, Messiaen and David Popper. Tickets are $5 for 
students, $7 for seniors and $10 for general admission. For more info 
call 647-9086. 
Feb. 8, 8pm: TONIGHT!! FIORE-CACCIOPPO DUO 
Roberts Hall, Haveff ord 
Feb. 8-24: SELECI'ED STUDENT WORKS ON PAPER 
Reception FEb. 8 at 4-6pm. On display at Campus C. Gallery. 
Feb. 14-16: SAINTS & SINGING by Gertrude Stein, Amy Radbill 
Thesis Production , Goodhart Music Rm. 8pm,10pm,8pm. 
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T hrough Feb. 10: PILL HILL 
A bold new play by Sam Kelley. 
Sky's the limit! Wing tips, 
pinstripes and an itch for success. 
Six African-American buddies 
break from the steel mills and 
struggle to achieve the remains of 
the American Dream. Plays 
and Players Theater, 1714 
Delancey St., Call 592-
8333. 

Feb. 3- Feb. 28: 
"MYTHS" EXHIBIT 
OF ARTWORK 
GROUNDED IN 
AFRICAN MYTHS 
Artist Percy Martin 's 
artwork based on B ushrnan 
and other African myths 
will be on exhibit in the 
McCabe Lib rary at 
Swarthmore College. 

Feb.8at8pm: GEORGE 
FOLKES, A ONE MAN 
SHOW 

.. 
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uplifting spirit. Don't miss this 
performance, you a cappella fans! 
Academy of Music, Call 1800-
233-4050. 

Feb. 9, 12-Spm: BLACK 
HISTORY MONTH BAZAAR 

_February 8, 1991 

the Free Library, this two-day 
conference includes seminars, 
discussions and informal 
opportunities to interact with many 
African-American individuals 
involved in writing and publishing. 
If you'd like a free pamphlet 

describing the 
conference please send 
the request to Sona 
Chong, Box C-857, 
BMC ASAP. For more 
information call the 
Union of the African 
American Peoples 
(412)648-7540 or 
Moonstone Inc 
(215)735-9598. 

The following events 
will take place at the 
W a lt W hi tma n 
Center for the Arts 
and Humanities, 2nd 
& Cooper Sts. , 
Camden, NJ. It's easy 
to get there by the 
subway. 

Feb. 9 at lpm: 
. ARTHUR HALL 

.. AFRO-AMERICAN 
DANCE ENSEMBLE 
Explore West African 
culture through dance, 
thythm and the 
costumes of this 

The Sisterhood, the Social 
Comm. and the Office of 
Institutional Diversity will 
present George Folkes, a 
one-man romantic comedy 
with the theme "Putting 
women in their 
place ... beside their men." 
This performance is given 
in honor of Black History 
Month. 

The 7th Annual Celebration of Black Writing will take magnificent African 
place on Feb.16 & 17. Artwork by James Rose dance troupe. $4 

Feb. 22- March 24: THE 
MEETING by Jeff Stetson 
This award-winning play is about 
a hypothetical meeting between 
Malcolm X and Martin Luther 
King Jr. Performances on Fri. & 
Sat at 7:30pm and Sun. at3:00pm. 
Bushfire Theater,224 South 52nd 
St, Call 747-9230 

Feb.22: LADYSMITH BLACK 
MAMBAZO at7:30 & lO:OOpm 
The most popular singing group 
of South Africa, who recorded 
with Paul Simon on Graceland, 
returns for the third consecutive 
year. 
International House, Hopkins 
Hall, 3701 Chestnut, UPenn, Call 
336-6537 

Feb. 26- March 3: BLACK 
HEROES 
A musical tribute which traces 
4,000 years of black heritage. 
Shubert Theater, Univ.oftheArts, 
250 South Broad St , Call 732-
5446 

Feb.17 at 8pm: TAKE 6 
Fantastic male a capellagroup with 
distinctly gospel sound and 

Features a performance by the 
Bryn-Mawr Haverford Gospel 
Choir, A workshop by George 
Folkes on "Male-Female 
Relationships," a Performance 
by Dark Side Productions Rap 
Artists plus vendors with African 
and African-American food, 
clothes and accesories. 
Thomas Great Hall, BMC 

Feb. 9 at 8pm: LEGACY, A 
TRIBUTE TO LANGSTON 
HUGHES 
Marshall Auditorium, RC 

Feb. 19 at 1:15pm: WOMEN 
WRITERS AT BRYN MA WR 
presents KIMIKA WILLIAMS 
African American poet Kimika 
Williams will hold a reading and 
workshop in Room 105 of the 
Campus Center. 

Feb. 16-17: 7th Annual 
Celebration of Black Writing 
This is a rare opportunity to get to 
know the works and personalities 
of more than 50 contemporary 
African-American writers. 
Sponsored by the Free Library of 
Philadelphia and the Friends of 

Feb.16atlpm: TRAVELLING 
AFRICAN SHOWCASE 
This cultural explosion is the 
amalgamation of folk tales, dance, 
music and song-- designed to 
preserve the African tradition 
through storytelling. $4 

Feb. 23 at lpm: THE 
TRAVELLING BLACK 
HISTORY SHOW 
World-reknown New Freedom 
Theatre brings a sensational blend 
of drama, music and dance that is 
informative and entertaining. The 
show is interactive, and gets both 
young and old involved in the fun. 
$4 

Feb. 24 at 2:30pm: VERSES
AMIRI BARAKA 
Poet, playwright and activist, 
Amiri Baraka has distinguished 
himself as a writer of significance 
winning such awards as the Obie 
for an off-Broadway drama and 
the poetry award from the NEA. 
Mr. Baraka will present readings 
from his collection of works. $8 
Contact the Walt Whitman Center 
forthe Arts & Hum. for more info. 

write for bi-co news. arts! 
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Ma ~rgaritaviile~,· Or Bust ·: 
Even though the semester has 

only just begun. many of us are 
already considering our Spring 
Break alternatives. Looking 
forward to spending yet another 
vacation at home? For those of 
you underclassmen, 
underexperienced in the ways of 
the world, this is NOT an option. 
Even if you end up going to your 
cousin ' s in P ittsburgh, you get off 
campus and must return with a 

ple thora of exciting stories. While 
the lure of free food a nd the family 
fun wagon may entice those of you 
counting the days of May, the 
Senior nightmare realized is the 
friendly dinner where the main 
topic is "What are you doing next 
year?" This question, depending 
on whether you have an answer, 
can lead to nausea, migranes, or 

the insatiable desire to ax murder 
your father. 

Due to the war in the Gulf, 

vacation options of years gone by 

arenotavailable,soonemustresort 
to some creative thinking. The 
usual cliche places, Florida and 
South Texas, are still there, 
depending on w hether you want to 
pick up some high school boys or 
girls. 

For lack of any awe-inspiring 

ideas. we shall resort to the David 

Leuennanesquegcnrcoflists. The 
Top Ten List of the most popular 
hot vacation paradises you can find. 
10) Dude, you can head out to the 
Golden State (for you dopes who 
are not up on your US trivia that 
means California. home of Mayor 
Sonny Bono and former President 
Reagan and Nancy), inhale some 
pollution,andchowonsomegnarly 
native food. 
9) Amsterdam is an interesting 
weekend side trip if you are into 

vis iting the newest colony of the 
US. The charming expatriates w ill 
be undoubtedly drawn to any 
American with cash. Be sure to 

visit the Red Light district, where 
one can always find a marijuana 
brownie frosted with cigarette 
smokeandanativecompanionwith 

whom to share the Amsterdam 

experience. 
8) One could always quit the 

Continent and cross the Channel. 

London is nice if you can avoid the 

sporadic IRA bombings. Frolic 
with the British postcard salesman 
outside Picadill y station and dance 
the night away with other Yanks 
and Ital ian touris ts for a mere 
tw e n ty -five dollars at the 

Hippodrome. 
7) Ireland, of course, must be 
high on anyone 's list While it is 

the home of numerous musical 
dynamos like the Boomtown Rats. 
U2. the infamous Sinead 
O'Connor. and if anyone 
remembers. Van Morrison; the 
unfortunate situation in the North 
should not be taken lightly. One 
word of advice when departing the 
country: make sure you don't sit 
next to Ron Christie and his · 

surreptitiously smuggled six 
suitcases and carry-ons; the police 
don't look kindly on accomplices. 

Take the time to investigate for 
yourselfjusthow many Irish people 
actually shower with Irish Spring. 
6) For t h ose of you w ith 

Monopoly money to burn, a quick 
trip to Tokyo should relieve you of 
those excess funds. How about a 
nice refreshing gin and tonic with 

a slice of lemon for the bargain 
price of fifty dollars to cool you 
down? Just when you thought you 

were free for at least a little while 

of towering mannequins, think 

again. Why the Japanese are 
fascinated with these giant blond 
models is a mystery to me. 

5) Visit the proverbial home
away-from-home in Moscow. 
You' II notice that the long lines for 
a carrot won't seem so depressing 
when the golden arches beckon 

you across Pushkin Square. Those 

onion domes in the Kremlin will 
malce the most inviting Christmas 
family photo. if only that black 
marketeer would bring back your 
camera "soon." 

4) The next stop on this whirlwind 
tour of I-don't-know-what would 
definitely have to be Plzen. Hidden 
away in Czechoslovakia's 
picturesque countryside is the 
founding brewery-village of 
Pilsner beer. The only redeeming 

quality of th is very industrial city 
is the comer grocery s tores filled 
to the brim with P ilsner beers of 
various assortment. Although I 
only experienced Plzen in the 

drizzling rain, the Pilsner hangover 

made it all worth it 
3) Rent a car and see the 
undiscovered treasures of the 

Midwest. If you saw National 

Lampoon's Vacation you may 
have thought the world's largest 
ball of twine was a joke, but it 

really does exist in Kansas, as does 
Prairie Dog Town. Of course you 
have to drive across Kansas to get 
there, but believe me, the eight 
hour scenic drive is worth it 
2) Afterthe good press the United 
States has been given concerning 

our commercial/industrial 

treatment of the Amazon River, 

the hawksized mosquitos won't be 

the only thiqgs divebombing you. 
These days you thought you could 
travel in the region with relative 

ease don't let this dismay you; the 
adventure of a lifetime still awaits 

you. 
Andthenumberonehotvacation 
paradise that we, in our state, 
can boast of right now is Hotel 
Haffner here in beautiful Bryn 
Mawr. For only three dollars a 
night, you can't beat the rate. And 
if you are especially lucky, you'll 

be one of the privileged few to visit 
the Erdman basement B i-College 
Newsroom . You will be guided 
and goaded by your host, Colin 

Rule, through all the intimate lives 
of past and present staff and ed 
board. And if he really thinks that 
you're "sharp," he will let you cop 

a glance at his private stock of new 
Macintosh printer fonts. 

Bon voyage! 

If you were inspired by this 
column, please submit one of your 
own, and if you hated it, show us 
up. We are looking for Bryn Mawr 

columnists to fill this spot . Please 
make submissions on a Mac disk 
to the Bi-College News soon. Call 

Leslie Power at 642-1189 for 

details. 

Rich: Boy, Can This Boy Blab! 
Hey folks, welcome back to the 

column from hell. I can hardly contain 
my excitement Its all fine and good to 
writeacolumneveryotherweekabout 
emergency room accidents, Plenary 
and the like, but there comes a time 
when one has to look deep within .. . 
and get really nasty. Ever since I 
began writing for this esteemed paper, 
I've wanted to reveal exclusive and 
confidential information which would 
make people squirm. I'm always on 
the outlook for juicy tidbits all four 
years and the moves in and out of 
Founders has made it very easy to gain 
access to confidential files. In today's 
column, I've decided to uncover the 
true identity of: Haverman, thepeople 
behind the honor council abstracts, 
professors who have slept with 
students, people with the middle name 
Howard, and the top 100 dorks at 
Haverford (as ranked by the Women's 
lacrosse team).Let's begin with 
Haverman ... the man behind the duck 
boots. Now some of you may recall 
Haverfest '89, when a certain young 
woman found herself square-dancing 
with what she thought was a typical 
Ford: short, baggy jeans and duck 
boots. In actuality, she was dancing 
with ... 

-We intemipt this regularly 
scheduled column to bring you this 
special report Here's Tom Brokaw. 

"Good evening. In a shocking 
announcement released to the press 
this morning, ex-Honor Council 
Chairperson Cheryl Stemmanrevealed 
that a 'ruthless and tyrannical regime' 
had ousted her from power and 
'continues to rule the livesofHaverford 
College.' Sternman reported that in 
early November, three members of the 
Honor Council orchestrated an 
overthrow of the sixteen-member 
council. The transition was made 
without any confrontations, although 
Stemman accused the ringleaders of 
failing to reach consensus. Stemman, 
whose whereabouts continue to be 
protected by the French government, 

also hinted that other improprieties, 
such as the burning of the honor code, 
had occurred as well. For more 
complete coverage, let's go to our on 
the scene correspondent, Kermit the 
Frog." 

'Thanks Tom. I'm live in front of 
Founders Hall, the original edifice of 
this college, which was founded back 
in 1832 by some Quaker farmers who 
were dismayed by the education their 
sons were receiving at Wawa 
University. Located on the Main Line 
outside of Philadelphia, Haverford 
College today retains much of that 
idyllic feel. Part of the aura which 
permeates this campus is the result of 
the Honor Code, which as best as I can 
tell, is a document that exists solely to 
make the students feel as if they have 
something special going on here. 
Clearly the Code is not well spelled out 
-when I asked students to tell me 
about the code, their responses ranged 
from 'it governs my existence' to 'it is 
the bane of my existence' to 'well, 
actually we have four-896, 642, 645 
and 649.' 

"Although the pieces to this puule 
are not yet completely in place, certain 
facts are known. Current Interim, or 
should I say, ex-Interim Honor Council 
Chairperson, Jenny Sartori, was the 
mastermind behind the coup. Sartori, 
serving a one-year term which 
coincided with Sternman' s, never saw 
eye to eye with the Chairperson. The 
two disagreed over the "isms" clause, 
as well as the selection process for 
random jury members, and almost 
came to blows over the debate on 
whether to serve donuts or bagels at 
study breaks. According to reliable 
sources from within Honor Council, 
Sartori pined for the Chairperson 
position and on numerous occasions 
was overheard saying, 'I'd live in the 
North Dorms for that job.' When 
fellow councilmembers Nanette Hess 
and Andrew Clevenger expressed 
support for suchamaneuver, Operation 
Dessert and Coffee began. 

'The coup was orchestrated in 
early November. The Council was 
resolving the case of a 1923 graduate, 
who had confessed on his deathbed, 
fifty seven years later, to cheating on 
his Latin final. Some members felt 
that his death was a sufficient form of 
separation from the community, while 
others, Stemman among them, favored 
making his granddaughter retake the 
course. At this point, without so much 
as raising her hand, Sartori rose from 
her seat and announced that the Council 
had been overthrown and that she was 
henceforth in charge. A new Honor 
Code, which turned out to be chapter 
seven of Joyce's Ulysses, was 
dispersed. The change took place so 
quickly that no one had time to react. 
Admitted one council member, "I was 
actually dozing off - the next thing I 
knew, we had been overthrown." 
Stemman finally voiced some 
objection, but when faced with her 
options - study abroad for a semester 
or study honor council abstracts for a 
semester-she was left with no choice. 

"No word of the revolt was leaked 
at the time and Council continued to 
meet for the remainder of the semester. 
For those Council members who 
remained loyal to the Old Code, it was 
a traumatic and grueling time. Council 
members were physically threatened 
in order to reach concensus, and on 
several occasions, were forced to read 
Ulysses and pretend to like it. As 
Sartori's right-hand woman, Hess 
enforced honor with an iron fist and a 
hysterical high-pitched laugh. One 
council member, on grounds of 
anonymity, told me, 'You wouldn't 
believe what went on in those meetings. 
lnsteadofbeginningwithamomentof 
silence, they played Y anilla Ice. There 
was no such thing as a discussion. 
Clevenger would read off the minutes 
of the meeting before we had even held 
the meeting. If anyone spoke out 
against them, Hess would appear out 
of thin air at the unfortunate person's 
ear and begin to laugh at a decibel 

which instantaneously damaged the 
eardrum.' 

"Sartori never intended to 
relinquish control, but she realized that 
her official status as Interim 
Chairperson, which appeared logical 
enough with Sternman's "decision" to 
study abroad, wouldn't hold up after 
February elections. So she organized 
a campaign designed to scare away 
candidates. Potential candidates 
received anonymous letters in the mail 
which contained tricky and 
intimidating Honor Code questions 
(i.e.: Seymour is up late studying for a 
Western Civ exam and falls asleep 
with his face implanted on page 7'1f73 
of Hobbes' Leviathan. Unbeknownst 
to him, the words are imprinted on his 
face and when he goes (showerless) to 
take the exam the next day, his 
classmates are easily able to identify 
the Hobbes' quotation which appears 
on the exam. Who is at fault -
Seymour, his classmates or Hobbes?) 
Whennocandidatesemerged,Sartori's 
interim status was extended. 

"We've also learned recently that 
an even more cunning plan was in the 
works. Sartori knew that, after several 
elections in which no candidates 
appeared, students would become 
desperate, and that's when she planned 
to engineer a write-in campaign for 
Darius (whose appearance in a Cazeaux 
class qualified him for the candidacy), 
whowouldhaveservedasafigurehead. 
If you will pardon my editorializing, 
Tom, we should all be thankful that it 
never came to that This is Kermit the 
Frog, reporting live from Founders 
Hall. Back to you Tom." 

"Hold on a second, Kermit Have 
you been able to gauge the general 
feeling on campus in the aftermath of 
this tragedy?" 

"Well, Tom, the news of the 
takeover caught this campus 
completely by surprise. No one 
believed it at first and some were quick 
to accuse Sternman of sour grapes. As 
the day progressed, however, and the 

rumors proved to be true, the reaction 
has been one mixed with sadness and 
bewilderment "I'm at a loss for 
words," said senior Michelle Eistrup. 
'Tm ashamed," stated junior Rachel 
Gold. "I feel betrayed," sobbed 
sophomore Max Weintraub, "my sense 
of trust is lost." 

Thereishopehere, Tom, however, 
that this community can recover its 
faith and return to normalcy. A grass
roots candidate has emerged for the 
Chairperson candidacy and some 
believe they may be the answer for this 
place. Take, for example, sophomore 
Ed Anton, who has no previous Honor 
Council experience and candidly 
admits that he has only read about a 
paragraph of the code itself. Yet 
Anton' sorganizational abilities, as well 
as his confrontational attitude, are well
documented. He is running on what he 
calls the "party-platform." Anton feels 
that too many students are out of touch 
with Honor Council. Therefore, instead 
of meetings being held at Sunday night 
dinners at the OC (which is the last 
place anybody wants to be on a Sunday 
night), Anton plans to hold meetings at 
Friday night parties at Gurnmere. 
Anton also intends to host a variation 
of the weekly frreside chats begun by 
the Becker/Murray Administration
theBench Press Chats. From 9-5 every 
Wednesday, Ed will be in the 
weightroom, ready to address any 
concerns or questions students may 
have concerning the honor code or 
proper lifting techniques. 

"Have you been able to talk with 
Mr. Anton at all, Kermit?" 

"No,um,I'mafraidnotTom. CNN 
has the exclusive on him." 

"Okay, thanks Kermit We now 
return you to your regularly scheduled 
column in progress."-

... has been chosen as the number 
one dork at Haverford College. He is 
better known as that crazy Californian 
columnistforTheNewswhono longer 
wears glasses. 
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Touche! A Ford fencer gets the better of his opponent. Photo by Dan Marks. 

Swordsmen Top MAC 
Women's squad sticks Army in rematch 

BY MARTIN BOMBERGER 

The Haverford men's and 
women's varsity fencing teams 
hosted a very successful meet last 
weekend as the men defeated both 
Army and SUNY Purchase by the 
score of 17-10 and crushed Vassar, 
19-8, while the women were able 
to beat a strong Army side, 12-4. 
The victories for both teams were 
hard earned and valuable. 

The men now have an 8-3 
record, boasting a perfect 8-0 tally 
against MAC opponents. 
Haverford is the lone undefeated 
team in the MAC, their three losses 
coming against tough Division I 
schools. 

Coach Murray was "very 
pleased" with the Army win, 
because he figured it to be a tight 

14-13 game that could go either 
way. Haverford was "behind in the 
early stages ..... the turnaround 
coming when senior captain Eric 
Marr came back from an almost 
insurmountable 0-4 position to 

I Fencing I 
win 6-5." This win inspired the 
Fords, who with added momentum 
went on to clinch a tough match 
against their Army opponents, who 
were the only other unbeaten team 
in the MAC. Of Marr's effort, 
Murray added happily that "team 
captains are supposed to pull rabbits 
out of hats." 

The women, who had 
previously tied Army 8-8 earlier in 

the season, sent the Cadets back to 
West Point on the wrong end of a 
12-4 thrashing,showingthe team's 
solid development. Sophomore 
Andrea Karpoff noted that the 
team's "positive attitude" had 
helped in a situation where the 
Fords had "to get them before they 
got us." The win they certainly got 
lifted their record to 2-6 in their 
first year of varsity competition. 

On Saturday both teams will 
travel to Columbia to face the hosts 
and Penn State. The men's teams 
from these schools are currently 
ranked #1 and #2 in the country, 
with their women's squads being 
close in the vicinity. This contest 
will be "for experience," and 
Murray hopes the Fords can do 
well against the nation's finest 
while "holding up the flag." 

BMC Swimmers Improve 
BY MIRIAM BROWN 

Having ended the season with 
a 4 - 6 record, the Bryn Mawr 
swim team is happy with the 
improvements seen over the winter. 
On Wednesday, the team was 
narrowly defeated in their final 
meet by Swarthmore. That defeat, 
however, did little to quell the spirit 
of the team as they are still t1ying 
high over their defeat of Widener 
and their fourth place score at the 
Seven Sisters meet last weekend. 

According to team members 
and coach Barbara Bolich, the 
weekend meet was a big 
accomplishment because not only 
was it the first time in many years 
that they defeated ML Holyoke, it 
was also the first time that the team 
hasn't taken last place at the Seven 
Sisters meet. 

"Beating ML Holyoke was a 
key moment," said Bolich. "And 
weonlylostto Vassarby36points." 

"We were in really positive 
moods after the Widener win," said 

.., , •. 

co-captain Julie Smith, who feels 
that the team's positive mood and 
spirit helped the season go well. 

'There was a lot more emphasis 
on everyone doing their part for 
the team," she added. 

Photo by Dan Marks. 

Sophomore Lida Hansen 
provided a strong performance for 
Bryn Mawr in the Seven Sisters, 
winning her event handily. Also 
singled out for their strong 

performances were senior sprinter 
Monica Shaw, Joanna Wagner 
(distanceand200m. butterfly),co
captain Natalie May, and freshman 
lOOm. buuerflyer Holly Piowar. 
While many individuals stood out 
at the meet, Bolich stressed that the 
real strength of the team lay in their 
consistency and support of one 
another. 

"Whenever we won it came 
down to strength by the whole 
team.," she said. Piowar also 
emphasized strong team unity as 
exemplified in their relays. 
"Together we do a lot better." 

Although next year the team 
will be losing six seniors, Smith 
feels that the talent brought in by 
the seven freshmen will be a 
definitebonus, "Wegotsomegreat 
new talent [this year]. It was a 
good mix." With the influx of a 
strong first year class and the 
maturation of several of this year's 
younger swimmers, the team 
should look towards an 
increasingly bright future. 

McClellan Win Boosts 
Fords to League Lead 

BY MIKE ROTHSTEIN both blanked their opponents. 
The match against George 

Continuing its surge of recent Washington was no such contest, 
weeks, the Haverford Men's as the Fords crushed their rivals 8-
Squash team hasposted three "great 1. Symonds and Dennis remained 
wins" in the past week, knotting untouchable on the day, with 
their record at 9-9 and keeping Symonds losing only nine points 
them in an excellent position to against his opponent Solky, senior 
win their league. "We're on a great co-captain Randy Peale, junior 
winning streak," said Coach Albert Owen Rescher, and sophomore 
Dillon, who predicted that if the Fa wad Zacharia all joined in on the 
Fords continue their recent high action, each logging a shutout 
caliber play, they stand to have victory. Tittman posted another 
great success in the post-season. win in his now-customary come -

On Sunday, the team matched from - behind style, dropping the 
up against league first set before 

foesStevensTech I I winning the final 
and George Squash three. Senior Adam 
Wash i n gt on , Kies also notched a 

beating both and .. _ --------- toughfoursetvictory 
providing some for the much -
tense moments for the many improved Fords. 
anxiousfansgatheredintheTunnel On Wednesday, the Fords had 
of the illustrious Quakerdome. another league match against 
Against Tech, the Fords won a Lehigh, winning by a comfortable 
tough 5-4 victory, with frosh 6-3 margin. The players have all 
Gordon McClellan coming through hit their stride at the right time, and 
with a big come-from-behind if they can continue their winning 
victory. McClellan fell down early ways, they can look forward to a 
two sets to none, but then, with the great tournament showing at the 
pressure of the league title resting USSRA Nationals at Princeton 
squarely on his shoulders, roared University on the 22/23 of 
back to win the final three, each by February. Before then, the Fords 
tile score ofl5-12. must entertain themselves with 

Senior Ed Tittman also made a 
dramatic 0-2 comeback, while Al 
Solky won 3-1, and senior Jeff 
Symonds and frosh Andrew Dennis 

Swarthmore and Widener, both of 
whom they have already beaten 
decisively. 

State of the Fan 
BY CHRIS HALL 

Hello, sports fans, and 
welcome to Cuz's Comer. In 
my first of hopefully many 
columns, I'd like to address a 
somewhat overlooked topic 
here in Haverworld, the State 
of the Fan. Where has this 
elusive creature, the Haverfan, 
disappeared to, and how can 
we recapture that school spirit 
that lurks deep in us all ? 

Toputitbluntly,thesupport 
for both men's and women's 
athletics at Haverford is 
severely lacking. Granted, this 
is not a huge school at which 
athletics are a focal point of 
student life, but come on people, 
can't we do a liUle more to 
support our fellow students and 
classmates in their athletic 
endeavors? 

First of all, the sheernumber 
of fans at Haverford athletic 
events is disappointing. I know 
we'renota 

do, but percentage-wise 
Haverfans are few and far 
between. The devoted parents 
of the athletes aside, few people 
show up to cheer on our teams 
(and of those who do you'll 
usually find the same crowd at 
almost every athletic event). 
And what's even worse is the 
Haverfan propensity to sit 
quietly in our seats and mind 
our own business as we watch 
the game peripherally, most of 
us being more concerned about 
where the party isafterthe game. 
The Haverfan who actually 
cheers (that's yelling, clapping, 
etc ... ) is indeed an anomaly to 
be cherished. And have you 
evernoticed that when someone 
does actually open their mouth 
those people around the 
Haverfan sink down in the 
bleachers for fear that they 
should be embarrassed? Come 
on people, live a little and show 
(continued on page 22) 

big school 
and people 
have other 
things to 

CUZ'S CORNER 
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HC Tops BMC in Women's Hoops knew that Muhlenberg would 
increase their defensive pressure 
in trying to mount a comeback. 
Haverford responded with a near
flawless half of basketball. Senior 
Beth Chittick coolly protected the 
ball against the Muhlenberg press 
(the Fords only committed 12 
turnovers in the game), and junior 
Amy Taylor simply dominated the 
boards with 19 points and a 
whopping 22 rebounds. Lisa Heald 
contributed 14pointsoffthebench. 
Said Wiseman, "We finally played 
a strong game for all 40 minutes, 
and, as a result, we beat them in 
every statistical category." 

their bi-college rivals and 
continued their excellent play, 
beating a strong and determined 
Bryn Mawr team by a57-37 count. 
After a sluggish start left Haverford 
15-13 down, the Fords reeled off 
10 consecutive points to begin a 
27-6 run that carried on into the 
middle of the second half. During 
this burst, the offensive execution 
was tremendous, consistently 
leading to open shots from close 
range. Taylor was the primary 
beneficiary of the Fords stellar 
offense with 24 points, mostly on 
jump shots from inside the foul 
line. With Taylor snaring 13 
rebounds and Monica Esser 10, 
Haverford dominated the play in 
the paint with fourteen more 
offensive rebounds than Bryn 
Mawr. 

~,,.._. 

Over the Top! HC sophomore center Erica Wentz shoots over her Drew 
counterpart in an MAC contest. File photo. 

Harriers Dominate 
BY MARTIN BOMBERGER 

Haverford's large men's and 
women's indoor track teams have 
begun their season with the sort of 
successes that we have come to 
expect from them. Last Saturday, 
the squads hosted a meet for 
athletes from Swarthmore, 
Widener and F&M. 

The women, hit by a flu virus, 
still managed to have an impressive 
outing. Many runners managed to 
record personal bests in a "great 
meet" for the team according to 
coach Fran Rizzo. The highlight, 
however, was a new Haverford 
record set in the 1600m relay. The 
quartet, made up of senior Marsha 
Grimes and juniors Erika Bruner, 
Mary Beth Cunnane and Amy 
Hanson, smashed the old record by 
six seconds. 

Grimes, Hanson and Cunnane 
each won individual events as well 
as their record setting relay. Senior 
Liese V anZee also provided a boost 
for the 

however, were the meets in Boston 
on the weekend of the 26th and 
27th of January. On Saturday, on 
Boston University's wooden track, 
Seamus McElligott came in fifth 
in the 5000 meters. It was a 
"national calibre field" and 
McElligott's time of 14:07 broke 
both the Haverford and Division 
III records. In the same event, 
Frieder came in 2nd in his slower 
heat, recording a time of 14:58 that 
should also qualify him for the 
nationals. Leighninger came in 
4th in the mile with a personal best 
time of 4:08.6, another national 
qualifying time. 

The next day the Ford 
contingent continued to excel. The 
meet at Harvard was on a synthetic 
track, but like the previous day 
contained some of the best athletes 
this side of the country. McElligott 
recorded a personal best in the 
mile, while Leighninger ran what 
Donnelly described as "his best 
race ever" in the 800. In an 

Fo•ds.
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I 
winning the 
s1to1puc Th• Indoor Track 
F o r d s 
finished 

unusually 
large field of 
12 runners, 
Leighninger 
lay last at the 
halfway 

second overall, but if it had been a 
dual meet Haverford would have 
beaten Swat The women's team is 
very strong this year: "it's the first 
time in a few years that we've had 
abitofdepth"saidHanson. Grimes 
added that the situation, whereby 
the team could swap runners around 
to win the most events, was "a little 
bit tense but really exciting." Rizzo 
feels the same way and is "looking 
forward to a good indoor season." 

The men, as usual, dominated 
their portion of the ,meet, winning 
sevenoftwelveevents. Individual 
winners were juniors Elliot Frieder 
and Matt Leighninger, senior 
Seamus McElligott, sophomore 
Peter Landon and both the 4 x 225 
and the 4 x 800 relay teams. The 
meet was beneficial to the team as 
it allowed the whole squad a run 
under competitive conditions. 

More important for the men, 

stage with a split of 60 seconds. In 
the second half of the race he took 
off, overtaking all eleven runners 
to win in a time of 1.54.1. The split 
for the last two laps was an 
incredible 54 seconds. Leighninger 
modestly commented that "I have 
some speed and it is good to develop 
it" The next step for these runners 
is the National Division III 
championships at Wesleyan 
University, on March 8th and 9th. 

The women run tonight in the 
PAIA W meet, in the Fieldhouse 
starting at 7:00. This should prove 
to be a good warm up for the 
women'ssquadbeforenextFridays 
MAC meetat Widener, where they 
hope to i!llprove upon last year's 
third place finish. The Fords most 
serious competition will come in 
the form of strong teams from 
Swarthmore, Ursinus, and 
Moravian. 

BY JOSH BYRNES 

Heading into their February 7 
game against Nor ht East Christian 
the Haverford women's basketball 
team is 8-11. Under first-year 
coach Dick Wiseman, the Fords 
continue to improve on what is the 
most successful season in school 
history. This past week indicated 
how far the squad has come as 
they beat Muhlenberg and Bryn 
Mawr, while narrowly losing to 
Widener. 

Last Thursday, Haverford 
defeated Muhlenberg 51-44 in 
front of an enthusiastic home 
crowd in the Quakerdome. The 
win seemed to signify a coming of 
age for the team, as they proved to 
themselves and their fans that they 
could indeed beat a top-caliber 
MAC opponent Earlier in the year, . 
Muhlenberg had routed the Fords 
65-42, but on this night, Haverford 
was clearly the better team. 

After bolting out to a 28-22 
halftime advantage, the Fords 

Haverford'sonlysetbackofthe 
week occurred at Widener in a 
tight 48-46 loss. The Fords had 
defeated Widener earlier in the 
season, but on Saturday, poor 
shooting hindered Haverford. In 
addition to making only 5 of 13 
free throws, the Fords also "missed 
too many easy shots," according to 
Wiseman. Again, Taylor was 
remarkable, pulling down 23 
rebounds to go with her 14 points. 

On Tuesday, the Fords faced 

With three contests remaining 
on the season, the Fords will be 
looking to climb to the never before 
reached plateau of .500, a hefty 
achievement considering the dearth 
of wins since the programs 
inception. 

SKEETERS 
PLAYER OF THE WEEK 

HAVERFORD JUNIOR AMY TAYLOR, A FORWARD 
ON THE WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM, WAS THE 
DOMINATING FORCE BEHIND TWO KEY WINS 
THIS PAST WEEK. TAYLOR AVERAGED 19 
POINTS AND AN AMAZING 19.3 REBOUNDS IN 
THREE GAMES. ENJOY YOUR STEAMING 'ZA 
AND KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK IN THE PAINT. 

Cuz's Corner 
(continued from page 21) 
our athletes, who work their asses 
off in practice and give inordinate 
amounts of their time everyday, 
that we, their fellow students, care 
about their effort and success. 

Doesn't it make you 
embarrassed when Swat comes 
over here with as many fans as we 
have and proceeds to out yell us? 
What ever home court advantage 
the Quakerdome might give us is 
negated by the morgue-like 
atm<;>sphere during basketball 
games. This isn't a funeral, it's a 
game, so get up off your hands and 
yell a little, the worst thing that 
could happen is you 'II make a fool 
of yourself or lose your voice. 

And the paucity of Haverfans 
extends beyond the 
aforementioned men's basketball. 
I realize that it's hard to cheer for a 
team that's 0-21, but their are many 
other teams on campus who are 
having successful seasons. Take 
fencing, for example, they're 
undefeated in the MAC this season 
with big wins over such quality 
opposition as Army. And what 
could it hurt to take a ten minute 
study break and drop in at a fencing 
match? At worst you might learn 
some:hing about a sport few people 
know about. And how about 

women's basketball? While it may 
not be the most exciting sport, the 
Fords are having a terrific year, 
they've already surpassed the 
previous total for victories in a 
season with four games remaining. 
Can't we at least show our 
appreciation for their 
accomplishment by going and 
cheering them on? 

Show a little appreciation for 
our athletes and it might inspire 
them to win more games! I don't 
mean to be overly critical, there are 
exceptions to the portrait of the 
Haverlan I've painted, Craig Tower 
and Eric and the physical plant 
gang being the most noticeable, 
butreally,can'twedoabitmoreto 
support our athletes? 

I'm not asking here for a wild 
crowd of 1000 at the next sporting 
event on campus(although it would 
be nice). Simply try and make 
yourself and your friends aware of 
what's happening athletically on 
campus (there are handy pocket 
athletic schedules available for free 
in the athletic office) and try to 
support the Ford athletes, whether 
it's by attending the game or 
congratulating/consoling them on 
their victory/loss. Everyone has 
things to do here, the athletes 
included, but try and take five or 

ten minutes out of your busy 
schedule and drop in at an athletic 
event of your choosing. Who 
knows, you might have a good 
time and catch a glimpse of that 
elusive beast the Haverfan? 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Cuz's Conundrum of the 
Week: Has anyone else noticed 
that Haverford is possibly the only 
school in America not to have some 
sort of patriotic symbol (e.g. the 
Flag or a yellow ribbon) displayed 
on the uniforms of its athletes? 
When asked about this, head men's 
basketball and lacrosse coach 
David Hooks said that while this 
has been discussed, budgetary 
concerns forbade the athletic 
department from purchasing 
patches of the American flag. 
Really now, folks, can 'tour athletic 
department do better than that? 
All it would take to display our 
concern for world events would be 
a quick trip to the store for some 
yellow ribbon and a bit of sewing 
or other adhesive, and presto, our 
teams have yellow ribbons on their 
jerseys. And while your at it, see if 
you can't find an American flag 
for the Quakerdome, it's high time 
we get one there! 

11 
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Tough Schedule, Poor Shooting Hamper Fords 
ltfif:~i~~J~~~JfilwtJM¥~l~r~;~;~r~ 

"If I had to do it over 
again, I'd do it the 
same way" 

BY MIKE GINSBURG responsible for this ugly number. highly touted big-man trio of Eric 
"Most of it is young kids, younger Delue, Matt Douglass, and Robert 

To describe as long the than they should be, i.e. freshmen Ruffin to a combined 19 points. 
Haverfordmen'sbasketballteam's and sophomores, who are being But the Fords shooting was off and 
1990-91 season to date as long pushed by the coach to carry more the bigger and thicker Swat men in 
doesn 'tdo justice to the word. With of a scoring role than they should the paint helped their team out 
its most recent loss to Washington have to," commented Hooks. reboundHaverford48-30,sending 
College Wednesday night, theRed Although the team's shooting the Gamet to a 77-58 victory. 
Wave fell to 0-21and0-7 Sophomore Joe Rulewich 

in league play. It has been I I carried the offensive load, 
a frustrating season for Mens Basketball tallying 11 points, while 
players and fans alike, but, .. _______________ __. senior Justin Smith chipped 

althoughitsrecorddoesnot in with 12. 
reflect it, the team has continued to woes continued last Saturday night The following Monday the 
raisetheirlevelofplayastheseason against Swarthmore (29.3%), the Fords hit the road for their second 
has progressed. Fordsplayedanotherwiseinspired meeting with Ursinus College. 

The most apparent reason for game in front of a raucous Uncharacteristically, the team 
the Fords losing ways lies in the Quakerdome crowd. Particularly came out hot from the field, hitting 
team's shooting percentage from in the areas of ballhandling and 50% of their shots in the first half. 
the field, a paltry 35.1 % entering defense, the squad held their own TheFordswereonceagainplagued 
the Washington contest. Coach against the heavily favored Gamet. by turnovers, however, totaling 22 
David Hooks feels that the team's The team committed only 11 for the game. On the up side, the 
inexperience (the team fields only turnovers compared to Fords interior defense, anchored 
three upperclassmen) iHrimarily Swarthmore's 19,andheldSwat's by Smith and fellow senior Eric 

Haverford Sports at Crossroads 
BY MARTIN BOMBERGER 

Sports at Haverford are at a 
crossroads. The Athletic 
department has its hierarchy of 
programs, ranging from Varsity 
squads down to club sports at 
different levels. These receive 
diminishing levels of school 
support and financial assistance, 
through the Athletic Department 
or from Students Council. Based 
on recent athletic results and 
student dissatisfaction, this system 
appears to be inadequate. 

The crossroads I've mentioned 
presents a fundamental choice 
about the directions that sport at 
Haverford can take. If we were a 
large unpersonal school we could 
attempt to improve some important 
squads by dropping other 
peripheral ones, less immediate to 

successful. 
The vast majority of Haverford 

students have not and will not 
compete on those teams. So surely 
an athletic department designed to 
encourage all sports, for most 
students, is more appropriate at the 
Ford. I know from my experiences 
with rugby and squash that these 
teams sometimes have to make 
large sacrifices to play their sport. 
Rugby gets no phys-ed credit, little 
training room help and only 
grudging respect from the 
Administration. I wish they would 
read the T-shirt stating "Don't 
Question our Behavior- Trust Us". 
But seriously, the largest team at 
this college is Ultimate Frisbee 
and they too have to struggle to get 
everything they need. Several other 
sports suffer the same problem of 
perennially being overlooked. 

personal contributions for the 
maintenance of their programs? 
As we give no athletic 
scholarships, varsity athletes 
should be just as rich or as poor 
astherestofus! Thereforeshould 
it be possible for other sports to 
enjoy some varsity "privileges," 
such as the training room, laundry 
and lockers, and transport 
availability? 

We could have a system 
where the Ultimate Frisbee team 
(surely the largest on campus) 
receives as much money as the 
Baseball team, and the Rugby 
team is equal to Lacrosse. 
Because in each of these 
examples players in the lowlier 
club sport take their efforts just 
as seriously a'!d with as much 
commitment as their Varsity 
cousins, equality should exist. 

the overall athletic 
direction of the 
department. At 
other schools, 
victims of such 
moves have very 
often been 

A simple objection is, of 
~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~~;;;;~~~~~ course, th~ these 

-
We have alrea<Jy determined 

women's sports, such as basketball 
or gymnastics, or less 'popular' 
men's ones such as wrestling or 
volleyball. This trend appears 
across the country, as the recession 
and fewer college-age students take 
effect. The idea is th~ these "four 
star" programs, such as football 
(thankfully absent ~ HC) and 
basketball will be more successful 
with increased college funds and 
support. 

At Haverford, we find that a 
very disturbing option. We are a 
small liberal arts school that gains 
pride from the fact that we don't 
give athletic scholarships. And 
after all, winning isn' teverything! 
We still love our men's basketball 
team, right? At our school we have 
very few stellar athletic programs, 
as students have to be intelligent 
enough to get in and then have to 
work hard enough to stay here -
neither of these facts are conducive 
to consistently winning teams. Of 
course the exceptions are very 
clear, witnessed in themen'scross
country and soccer squads, along 
with women's lac;rosse and field 
hockey. Yet Haverford sports are 
sufficiently specialized to be 

that results ~ our school should 
not be the sole arbiter of quality. 
Then surely each sport, whether 
varsity or club, should be equally 
successful in providing recreation 
and satisfaction for their players. 
Each club sport is every bit as 
important for those ~ho take part. 
There are no cuts, an~ they provide 
access for more members of the 
college. After all, ev.ery student's 
tuition covers the Athletic 
department's budgetl so a more 
equitable distributio~ of resources 
has got to provide ben~fits for more 
members of the community. 

This is the other 'direction on 
the crossroads, not going big but 
going Quaker! Equality for all, 
egalitarianism, is a fundamental 
Quaker principle. This will take us 
from our currently-confused 
situation in no-mans land, where, 
as already stated, the varsity 
programs don't receive enough 
help to make them successful, and 
receive too much to make it fair. I 
am asking not for varsity status for 
present club sports, but for equal 
status. Would it be possible for 
members 'of the present varsity 
sports squads to make larger 

sports are 
determined on an 
NCAA, not college, 
level. However, we 
attend a pretty 

unique school! With our Quaker 
heritage, honor code and liberal 
alcohol policy, it shouldn't be 
too hard for us to adjust. 

In addition, the change could 
have some ~tendant influence 
on school morale. Last weekend 
there were several athletic meets 
at Haverford, only one of which 
people will remember. The ten
guy squad of HC basketball lost 
to Swarthmore. However, in 
other events ~ Haverford the 
Fords emerged triumphant, The 
Fencing ream won three matches 
to take their MAC record to 8-0, 
while the squash team won two 
matches to give themselves a 
great shot at finishing 12-10, the 
best record in the club's history. 
The thrust of this is that whatever 
you think about the club/varsity 
argument, this school does do 
well, and is not "full of losers," 
as I have heard some people say. 
I respect the talents and the efforts 
of every memberofBi-Co teams, 
both Varsity and club, because 
playing and schooling just isn't 
easy. So Yay Fords and 
Mawrters, go outarrd give it\v1iat 
you' ve got! 

Rosand, along with freshmen Matt 
Bruce and Tim Ketchum off the 
bench, did a credible job, holding 
Ursinus star Pete Smith to a scant 
two points. Unfortunately, 
Haverford giveaways helped to 
!=reate 13 more attempts for 
Ursiflus, which they used to post a 
75-53 win. Sophomore forward 
Jon Fetterolf paced the Fords with 
15, while Smith and Rulewich 
threw in 12 and 10, respectively. 

Both of these games serve as a 
microcosm of the Fords' season. 
They improved their game in 
certain areas, but ultimately were 
unable to put the total package 
together. It has been a difficult 
year for the squad, not only due to 
their own inconsistency, but also 
because of the quality of their 
schedule, arguably the most 
challenging ever played by a 
Haverford basketball team. Coach 
Hooks feels that the schedule will 
eventually benefit the program, 
"there's no doubt if we had an 
easier schedule, we might have 
won a couple games, and that could 
have helped us. But in the long 
run, this team found out by going 
against the tough competition that 
it can play in this conference. If we 
go 0-25 this year, but come back 
next year with the realization that 
we can play in this conference, it 
was worth it" Hooks feels that the 
schedule has helped the extremely 
young Fords mature more quickly, 
"if I had to do it over again, I'd do 
it the same way." 

Some of the sting of this 
currently winless season is eased 
bytheconstantlyimprovingettorts 

-David Hooks 

of the underclassmen who, under 
the steady leadership of Rosand 
and Smith, are coming together as 
a unit Rulewich is emerging as an 
excellent floor leader, with the 
ability to penetrate and dish to 
teammatesforopenjumpers. Heis 
also the team's best one-on-one 
defender, and can usual I y be relied 
upon to shut down the opposition's 
guard scoring. Fetterolf has 
displayed a sharp shot from the 
outside as well as the ability to 
drive and draw the foul, while 
sophomore Dan Greenstone has 
improved his game dramatically 
and has given the team solid 
defense and rebounding off the 
bench and as a spot starter. First
year student Nick Cirigano has 
given the Fords consistent 
ballhandling at the point, and 
classmate Brett Kol pan has shown 
himself to be capable of ample 
point production from the outside. 

With the return of sophomore 
Russell Coward (out with a broken 
leg) next year adding significantly 
to this base, this year has been a 
difficult but perhaps necessary step 
on the road to building a winning 
program. Says Hooks, ''The kids 
know that things are going to be 
different next year, and they know 
why." The possibility of a winless 
season is a trying ordeal, but Hooks 
remains stubbornly optimistic. "lt' s 
been a year of hard lessons, but 
that's okay, because most of these 
kids still have two years to take 
these lessons and do something 
with them." 

Columbia University 

Graduate School of 
Architecture, Planning, 
and Preservation 

Introduction to 
Architecture: 
The Summer Studio 
at Columbia University 
New York 
A summer program giving university credit which intro
duces the student to all aspects of the design, history, theo
ry, and practice of architecture. The program is intended 
both for those without previous academic experience in 
design who are interested in architecture as a potential 
career. and for those with previous experience in architec
tural design who would like to develop studio design skills, 
perhaps in preparation for application to graduate school. 

Studio. seminar, and lectures present a comprehensive 
introduction to every aspect of architecture as it is 
practiced today. In addition, through field-trips and 
tours, the student learns from extraordinary examples 
of architectural and urban design in New York City, the 
world 's preeminent center for architecture and culture . 

Introduction to Architecture: 
The Summer Studio at Columbia University, New York 
July 8 to August 9, 1991 
Monday through Friday, 10:00 am - 5:00 pm 
3 credits, studio and seminar. Tuition: $1500 
Housing on the Columbia campus (if required); $500 

For information and applications write or call: 

Office of Admissions 
Introduction to Architecture Program 
The Graduate School of Architecture, 
Planning and Preservation 
400 Avery Hall 
Columbia Un1vers1ty 
New York. NY 10027 
(212) 854-3414 
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Columbia Unrversrty is an affirrnal!Ve act1on.equi'll opportunity 1nst1tuuon 
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COLEMAN: BI-CO UNITY 
EQUALS OPPORTUNITY 
AND ENTHUSIASM 

BY BETH COLEMAN 

It's difficult to keep all things fair in 
this community. Despite the "bi-co"ness 
of Bryn Mawr and Haverford relations, 
I've noticed that most activities tend to be 
associated with a single campus for one 
reason or another. It can't be helped; the 
two schools each have physical advantages. 
For example, theater tends to be centered 
at Bryn Mawr, while Haverford is the 
locus of much musical activity. Students 
on both campuses should not have to miss 
out, though, because they are enrolled in or 
living at the institution which is less 
convenient for the activity in question. 
This is the way things have been, and this 
is the way they should remain, since the 
colleges began their mutual academic and 
extracurricular cooperation many years 
ago. But we are not using our collective 
sports facilities to their full capacities, and 
quite a bit of athletic talent is going to 
waste on both sides. It occurred to me that 
something is therefore missing from the 
sports agendas of the two colleges. I 
suspect that it's the lack ofbrotherly-sisterly 
concern which has managed to surface in 
every area other than athletics. WHO IS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS? 

In one acronym, the NCAA. 
Nobly (ifl do say so myself) attempting 

to rouse support for my slowly-percolating 
scheme, I hunted down Bryn Mawr swim 
team coach Barbara Bolich and demanded 
to know what was standing in the way of 
perfect bi-co harmony. As it turns out, the 
culprit is that evil document known as the 
NCAA rulebook. Rules being rules, I 
seemed to find myself standing in front of 
a proverbial brick wall. But why don't 
you, readers, give my idea some 
consideration anyway? 

A Modest Proposal: To unite Bryn 
Mawr and Haverford athletic teams. A 
hyphen is all that's necessary, and the 
advantages would be numerous. 

Making sports open to students at both 
schools would do wonders for the sad state 
of fan support. Instead of having separate 
roving nuclei of fans for the respective 
schools, the two forces could bond. As any 
team player will tell you, more support is 
better; it's not quality but quantity that 
matters most. In addition the teams' 
additional successes would surely draw 
more people out of Magill and Canaday! 

Moreimportantly,though,arethedirect 

. benefits for the players themselves. 
Opportunities - and the talent pool- would 
grow. The Squash club is an excellent 
example. Without open access to all bi
co students, a Mawrtyr would be cheated 
of the opportunity to play with and against 
equally qualified and competitive players. 
But lacking team status as it does, the 
students are cheated of perfectly justifiable 
and due BMC gym credit And what 
about Fords who would like to swim 
competitively? Ha ha, unless things 
change around here you' II have to rely on 
that beautiful, if not sanitary, duck pond. 

I think we could get around the rules. 
Heather will try to twist the facts 
concerning the Radcliffe-Harvard and the 
Barnard-Columbia links; don't be caught 
in her trap. Here's the real story courtesy 
of BMC Athletic Director Jenepher 
Shillingford Without permission from 
the NCAA to have equal-opportunity 
teams, Barnard students would have no 
chance for athletic competition. The bi
cohistory includesatimewhenourschools 
were granted such permission to share 
teams: for a four-year period when HC 
first went coed, female Fords played on 
BrynMawrteams. Soobviouslywecannot 
be required to go the way of Hobart
William Smith College to achieve athletic 
solidarity. To paraphrase Coach Bolich, 
something can be worked out if there is 
enough support 

So how about it? Perhaps I have 
missed something. Maybe if I had asked 
around a bit more, I'd find that nobody 
wants to hassle the NCAA about such a 
trivial matter as the status of athletics here 
at our schools. Maybe the majority, 
following the example set by Heather, are 
worried that we'd "lose our identities" if 
the teams were open to all students 
regardless of school affiliation. But is that 
necessarily true? How independent are 
we from each other, anyway? I doubt that 
our identities are contingent upon the status 
of our sports teams. After all, I doubt that 
many students came here for athletics. 
Here, sports are more fun than anything 
else, a diversion from academic life and 
an opportunity to exercise something other 
than our minds and our mouths. 

What I have suggested is quite a big 
step. But consider the alternatives: 
continued inequality in sports distribution. 
I say we do something about it. .. 

DENNIS • • MERGER 
MEANS BUS RIDES, 
LOSS OF IDENTITY 

BY HEATHER DENNIS 

Bryn Mawr and Haverford sports teams 
unite?! Sorry Beth, but I must reply with a 
resounding NO! Besides being legally 
infeasible, a merger of this sort would 
wreak havoc upon both Mawrtyrs' and 
Fords' senses of identity. Although Bryn 
Mawr sports suffer from a dearth of student 
support, the solution is NOT a bi-co sports 
community. Apart from the legal and 
emotional difficulties that would arise, there 
would be the additional horrorof a plethora 
of blue bus rides inflicted upon the bi-co 
athletes. Who, but a cold-hearted person 
like Elizabeth Coleman could wish that 
upon anyone? 

In order to research this issue further, I, 
being the super-athlete that I am, trekked 
all the way from Pem West to Schwartz 
Gym. Once there, I questioned both Coach 
Barbara Biloch and Athletic Director 

a pressing need for us to sweat together? 
Limits must be set! Even Jennifer 
Shillingford, who is not fundamentally 
opposed to the idea, agrees that maintaining 
separate identities would be a key issue if 
Beth• s dream were to come true. 

Then there is the fact that when colleges 
combine their athletic departments the 
teams can only represent one school thereby 
dictating that only one name will appear on 
the uniforms. Radcliffe and Harvard have 
already consolidated structurally, as have 
Barnard and Columbia. I am sure that it is 
not difficult for you to guess whose names 
are on their sportswear (hint: In the 
N.C.A.A. directory, there is no listing for 
either Radcliffe or Barnard independent of 
Harvard or Columbia). Do we want this 
kind of prioritizing? Rather than 
contributing to the true spirit of the bi-co 
community, joining forces could foster 
anger, resentment, and perhaps even bi-co 

ONE-ON-ONE: 
SHOULD HA VER FORD AND 

BRYN MA WR SPORTS UNITE? 

Jennifer Shillingford. They provided me 
with a veritable wealth of information and 
an extremely comfortable chair in which to 
rest my weary bones. I was duly informed 
that to merge would require a structural 
union of the schools, much like that of 
Hobart and William-Smith. Without total 
consolidation in all areas, the schools would 
not be able to unite their athletic 
departments. It is against N .C.A.A. rules. 
One athlete cannot represent two 
schools.thus Bryn Mawr and Haverford 
colleges would have to truly become one. 
Money and extra personne: would also be 
needed. As Bryn Mawr has just reached a 
financial equilibrium, such a move would 
clearly unwise. Lastly, although Beth 
argues that a union would produce a larger 
talent pool, it would necessarily limit the 
students' opportunities for participation. 
Survival of the fittest and all that. This 
athletic Darwinism frightens me and should 
not be allowed to occur on our own turf (no 
pun intended). 

I believe that we, the students of Bryn 
Mawr and Haverford, are beset by an 
epidemic of"bi-co"ness. We already live, 
eat, study, and Gummere together - is there 

feuding. 
Yes, it is true that Mawrtyrs • enthusiasm 

for their teams is not exactly fanatical. But 
let's be practical here-we all know the 
time-honored adage, "at Bryn Mawr, 
academics comes first, second, and third." 
Students knew this before they came to 
Bryn Mawr. Perhaps this slogan is the 
reason they chose Bryn Mawr. This could 
explain the apathetic attitude towards sports. 
This is not to say that all Haverford students 
are avid sports fans. As a matter of fact, 
there are quite a few athletic delinquents 
who lurk in the woods behind H.P.A. At 
any rate, bringing together the two teams 
would not raise morale among those who 
aren't already interested in sports. As for 
those involved, they may not like 
representing a school other than the one 
they chose to attend. So Haverford has 
more faithful fans. Look on the bright side, 
Bryn Mawr, apathetic fans do not breed 
violence. You shall never have to worry 
about crazed fans stampeding and rioting 
in Schwartz gym or on the playing fields. 

In closing, I would like to quote 
Shillingford on this whole issue of bi-co 
athletics, "If it ain't broke, why fix it?" 

Fords Struggle with Injuries, Lack of Depth 
BY MARK DAUENHAUER 

Haverford's Wrestling team 
had another difficult week as they 
lost to Ursinus on Wednesday and 
to Baptist Bible College on 
Saturday. TheFordshavestruggled 
all season due to in juries and a lack 
of depth. The team's one victory 
so far this season came against St. 
John' s College of Maryland. 

According to senior Ben 

Wrestling 

Atkeson, the team has often had to 
forfeit from 4 to 6 weight classes in 

every match either because there is 
no one to fill those classes or 
because the wrestlers in those 
classes were injured. With only 8 
wrestlers on the team and 10 ~eight 
classes, the Fords are immediatly _ 
down 12 points in every wrestling 
match. 

While the team has not been 
able to ~ome up with many overall 
victories, Atkeson noted that there 
have been good individual 
performances by Fords. Senior 
Tony Fuentez defeated his 
opponents from Baptist Bible and 
from Ursinus while fellow senior 
Scott Tayler also beat his Ursinus 
opponent and scored a victory 
against Kings College last week. 
Atkeson noted that sophomore 

Doin' the Twist! Senior Ward Breeze works to pin his opponent with the cross-body ride. Pho to by Dan Marks. 

Larry David is also wrestling well. they are hoping to continue their on February 22 and 23. The MAC 
Next up for the Fords are strong individual performances this is considered one of the best 

Lebanon Valley and Gettysburg Saturday. wrestling conferences in the 
tomorrow. With the lack of depth, In what should be a very country so the championships 
which makes practices as well as entertaining event, Haverford will should prove intense for 
matchesdifficult,theteamhasbeen host the MAC wrestling participants and fans alike. 
somewhat frustrated. However, championships in the Quakerdome 


